
We have always lived here. We are not going anywhere. We have our own laws 
separate from Canadian laws. Our laws were given to us by the Creator. We are 
the stewards of our lands. We are responsible to the Creator, our ancestors and 

our children to ensure that our lands are healthy and protected. 

 

We believe that all things in creation are connected. As part of our 
responsibilities to the Creator, we work to protect and nurture these connections 

and relationships. Our language is filled with words that capture the 
interconnectedness of all things and our obligations to all things. 

 

Chief Cornelius Wabasse, Webequie First Nation (December 2014) 
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ABSTRACT  

My thesis consists of three papers with an introductory and concluding 

chapter providing a critical analysis of technology work being undertaken by 

remote First Nations in northwestern Ontario. My methodology used a 

participatory action research process with the Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) 

tribal council and the KO First Nations. My long-standing relationship and 

collaborative experience with KO and the KO First Nations made it possible to 

conduct action research with community members. The KO First Nations use 

information and communication technologies (ICT) to support the development 

and operation of an e-community environment. In the first paper, I work with data 

obtained from an online questionnaire conducted with my KO partners. The 

paper examines how these technologies support learning, education and training 

and First Nation control of these services in remote communities. In the second 

paper, I analyze the 2014 data to develop insights into the nature of the local 

economy in the KO remote communities supported by their evolving and 

innovative use of ICT. My third paper, a published article, describes how these 

remote First Nations own and control the digital infrastructure and resources 

supporting their e-community within a colonial and adversarial society. My thesis 

suggests possibilities for enhancing the capacity of ICT and infrastructure for 

rural networking, supporting innovative uses for these communication tools, and 

creating new learning and development opportunities. 
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Chapter One: Introduction 

Recognizing and honouring the unceded traditional territories of the 

Wolastoqey nation as the place for the creation of my master’s thesis is an 

essential initial step for me. I want to offer my sincere thanks to the Wolastoqey 

people and recognize their lands and resources they are sharing with us that 

make it possible for my education journey. The majestic view of the Wolastokuk 

(St. John River) from most University of New Brunswick buildings reminds each 

of us of the sacrifices made by the original peoples of this land so I can now 

benefit from this education.  

The colonial experience for Indigenous people and their nations would be 

very different today with this simple acknowledgement of their true and rightful 

place in our collective history. Our settler ancestors shared the land and survived 

due to the kindness and generosity of the Indigenous people. Recognizing this 

history at the start of every gathering, class, or sharing of information with other 

settlers is a positive method to influence changes required in our society to 

support a caring and respectful environment for future generations. Identifying 

and honouring the Peace and Friendship treaties created between Indigenous 

leaders and settler colonial governments provides a respectful starting place for 

my thesis. My thesis, research, and work are a direct result of my many years of 

learning and sharing with the First Nations across northern Ontario. 
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White Wind 

Waabishki-Nodin, the Ojibway translation for White Wind, is my spirit 

name presented to me in ceremony in 2002 by a respected First Nation medicine 

man and political leader. I am sharing this story at the start of my thesis to help 

others understand where I am placing myself in this journey. I received so many 

gifts and teachings over the years from the original people of Turtle Island as this 

land is named by Indigenous people. It is important as well as my responsibility 

to honour these gifts, the people, and their homeland with these stories. 

My late wife was experiencing some discomfort in her breast. She called a 

respected elder and friend who had previously blessed her and two of our 

children with their Indian names. He invited us to a sweat lodge ceremony the 

next day. We journeyed several hours to get to his place where he and his wife 

met us to instruct us about what was happening and what they would do for my 

wife. The day and early evening was bright with a clear sky. That evening we 

went to his sweat lodge and joined about a dozen others inside this sacred 

space. I offered to help the fire-keeper but the elder insisted I join everyone 

inside the lodge to offer my prayers for my wife. A warm gentle wind was blowing 

as we stood around the sacred fire as the grandfather stones turned red hot for 

the sweat lodge ceremony.  

When everyone entered the lodge the stars were just beginning to shine 

brightly without a cloud in sight. The first round was hot and I could hear the wind 

gathering strength outside as the lodge shook with the singing and prayers filling 

the space inside. When the door was opened to welcome the next round of 
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grandfathers, everyone could see how dark and overcast it had become in such 

a short time. The second round was even hotter as we listened to the heavy rain 

begin to pour on the canvas covering us. I wondered what was happening 

outside with all the wind and rain. I felt thankful that I was inside the lodge 

instead of outside tending the fire. When the tarps were thrown back after the 

second round it was raining very hard outside but the fire-keepers kept the fire 

blazing so the grandfather rocks would be red hot for the last two rounds. During 

the third round, the medicine people worked with my wife to deal with the pain 

she was experiencing. It was during these songs and ceremony that the thunder 

and lightning began rolling across the region with constant high winds moving 

everything in its path. Everyone inside the lodge worked hard to help my wife and 

the medicine do the healing work required. It was during this third round when we 

began hearing the hail hitting the canvas as the wind blew even harder. When 

the tarp doorway was finally opened the ground was covered with large hail 

stones and it was beginning to turn cold outside. Everyone felt the strength of the 

sweat and its connections to the spirits that were there to help with the healing 

ceremony. The final round brought everyone together as the wind seemed to 

relax its grip on everything. When the tarp was raised everyone saw about two 

inches of freshly fallen snow covering everything. So we feasted inside the lodge. 

As the water and food was passed around the lodge, the elder began 

speaking in his Ojibway language. The elder’s son, who was sitting beside me, 

translated how the spirit gave his father my spirit name during the sweat’s pipe 

ceremony and he wanted to present it to me. My immediate reaction was that the 
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ceremony was for my wife. I reacted in part because I knew the responsibilities 

involved with having a spirit name in terms of the work of honouring the name 

and the elder who presents it. The elder announced my spirit name to me and 

everyone was invited to greet me using my spirit name. His son told me 

Waabishki-Nodin meant White Wind. Later his father explained that my name 

had to do with my work with the First Nations and how I liaise between the two 

worldviews of the settlers and Indigenous people. He jokingly reminded me that 

the name is not Big White Wind, making everyone laugh after the experience of 

the strong winds throughout the sweat.  

I am privileged to look back on many other significant teachings, gifts, and 

experiences from my Indigenous friends and family who are helping me on my 

professional and academic journey. As I prepare my thesis I am reminded of the 

sharing that occurred throughout my journey. I am blessed with four beautiful 

children, each of whom now has their own family and home. I am privileged to be 

completing this Master’s degree with the support of so many wonderful people 

and the UNB community. This academic experience is in part to fulfil the journey 

my late wife began and in part to continue the work my elder directed me 

towards. I have so much to be thankful about and much of it is directly a result of 

my relationship with Indigenous people and First Nations. My spirit name 

continues to assist me on my journey. For that I am grateful to all the elders and 

teachers who helped me and continue to support me. 
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Geographical and Historical Context of My Research 

The geographical 

context of the research is the 

rugged environment that is the 

everyday reality for the 

remote, fly-in First Nations 

across northwestern Ontario 

(see Figure 1: Location of KO 

First Nations). Remote First 

Nation community residents 

are dealing with many 

challenges to create 

sustainable local environments 

and opportunities that support 

employment, equitable access to services - including housing, health, education, 

safety, security along with the physical infrastructure to support these services 

(O’Donnell, Beaton, McKelvey, 2008; Walmark, O’Donnell, Beaton, 2005). 

Without roads into these communities except for winter ice roads for a few weeks 

each winter, expensive flights are the primary way to reach each of the KO First 

Nations.  

Figure 1: Location of KO First Nations 
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As indicated on the map, the remote KO First Nations are Fort Severn (on 

Hudson Bay, the northernmost community in Ontario), 526 resident population1; 

and the five remote communities near the border with Manitoba: Keewaywin (437 

residents), North Spirit Lake (425 residents), Deer Lake (1,027 residents), Poplar 

Hill (570 residents), and McDowell Lake (no year-round residents and currently 

used in the summer for traditional activities). The six KO communities are Cree 

(Fort Severn), Ojibway (Poplar Hill) and Oji-Cree (Keewaywin, North Spirit Lake, 

Deer Lake, McDowell Lake). 

Chief Cornelius Wabasse of Webequie First Nation (another remote First 

Nation in northwestern Ontario) recently shared a press release about their 

traditional lands where a huge new mining development called the Ring of Fire, is 

planned in northern Ontario …  

“We have always lived here. We are not going anywhere. We have our 

own laws separate from Canadian laws. Our laws were given to us by the 

Creator. We are the stewards of our lands. We are responsible to the 

Creator, our ancestors and our children to ensure that our lands are 

healthy and protected. We believe that all things in creation are 

connected. As part of our responsibilities to the Creator, we work to 

                                            

1 Current population figures obtained from Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada 

(AANDC) online database as of February 2015. 
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protect and nurture these connections and relationships. Our language is 

filled with words that capture the interconnectedness of all things and our 

obligations to all things” (Wabasse, 2014). 

The First Nation people living across northwestern Ontario with whom I 

worked during the data collection for my thesis know their ancestors lived and 

survived in this region for thousands of years. Their oral traditional teachings 

include their creation story placing the people on Turtle Island since the 

beginning of time. The people have always survived in these remote places, 

living in harmony with everything the earth supports. First Nation communities as 

they are structured today were created less than a hundred years ago in the 

region of my study. These villages are a direct result of colonial efforts to secure 

the region and its bountiful resources for the development of urban centres in 

other parts of Canada. Estimates put the amount of resources extracted from the 

Nishnawbe Aski Nation traditional territory (Treaties 5 and 9) in the billions of 

dollars since the signing of the original treaties in 1910 (Nishnawbe Aski Nation, 

2012).  

During the 100th year anniversary of the signing of Treaty 5 in 2010, the 

former chief of Deer Lake First Nation (one of the KO communities participating 

in my research) spoke about the terrible conditions his ancestors experienced as 
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a result of their exploitation by the settlers coming into their traditional lands2. He 

spoke about the promises made by the colonial government that were never 

honoured. He described the starvation and poverty he witnessed in his younger 

days, as mines and dams were being built in their territories without any 

consultation or recognition of the people who always lived there. Today, local 

developments, recognition of treaty rights, and access to equitable and required 

resources continue to be a struggle for all the First Nations across Treaty 9. 

My Relationship with the Remote KO First Nations 

The KO communities described earlier are the remote First Nations I 

worked with while living in Sioux Lookout in northwestern Ontario. For 20 years 

(1994-2013) I worked with Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) tribal council serving 

the KO First Nations. Keewaytinook Okimakanak means “Northern Chiefs” in the 

Oji-Cree language. The Chiefs of the KO First Nations direct the KO 

organization. The KO Chiefs are responsible for providing all the community and 

public services required by their remote community members. The KO 

organization works with the leadership to provide culturally appropriate second-

level support services to the KO communities, including health and telehealth, 

                                            

2 For more information about the Treaty 5 100 year anniversary celebration in Deer Lake First 

Nation, visit http://www.deerlake.firstnation.ca/?q=node/36 
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education and distance education, public works and many other community 

services. 

Over the years I worked at KO, we introduced different communication 

technologies and related ICT applications into these remote First Nations to 

support the community and public services the First Nations provide for their 

community members. My first job with KO in 1994 was to establish a computer 

bulletin board system, teach the First Nation school staff to use it for messaging 

others, and create a sustainable computer support and operations centre at the 

KO head office in Sioux Lookout (Fiddler, 1997). The computer bulletin board 

was called the Kuhkenah Network (KNET) – Kuhkenah means everybody or 

everyone in Oji-Cree. KNET grew to become the largest First Nation owned and 

operated telecommunication network in the world. KNET now provides a variety 

of network services including videoconferencing, internet, IP telephone, cellular, 

wireless, satellite, coax cable, fibre cable, and other telecom infrastructure to 

over 80 First Nations across Ontario. When I left KNET in 2013, I coordinated a 

full-time staff of 18 (almost all of whom are First Nations) with an annual 

operating budget of $10 million. Four doctoral theses are now on file detailing the 

work completed at KNET over the past twenty years (Ferreira, 2006; Fiser, 2010; 

McMahon, 2013; Ramirez, 2000). Other theses, publications, research, 

presentations, conferences and workshops are also continuing to contribute to 

the mobilization of knowledge and sharing of experiences over the years 

documenting the people, leaders, organizations, and First Nation (Beaton, 2009; 

Beaton, 1998; Carpenter, 2010; Ferreira, Ramirez & Walmark, 2004; O'Donnell, 
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Perley, Walmark, Burton, Beaton & Sark, 2009; Potter, 2010; Strachan, 2010; 

Williams, 2010). 

I am privileged to have lived and worked for the people across this vast 

land mass, the size of France. I was able to travel across their lands to each of 

the First Nations and work with the people living there. While working with 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak over two decades I flew into each of the remote KO 

First Nation numerous times meeting with the leaders and community members, 

providing training workshops, installing infrastructure, hardware and software, 

and introducing others to the communities and their lands. I was honoured to 

paddle the rivers on many wilderness canoe adventures and experience 

traditional territories that few people ever see. I know firsthand of the beauty, 

strength, and abundance that the land and the people are sharing with the rest of 

Canada so others can prosper and benefit. 

My research praxis as a graduate student researcher at the University of 

New Brunswick is grounded in over 30 years of working with these same KO 

First Nations now partnering in this research. My own growth and development 

over this period included important learning and education opportunities using 

ICT such as: 

 being a member of a team designing and operating two provincially 

certified distance education high schools with students and classrooms in 

the remote First Nations (Wahsa Distance Education Centre and the 

Keewaytinook Internet High School – KIHS);  
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 delivering ICT training and support services with the First Nations; 

working with regional First Nation-led education and service organizations 

in partnership with businesses, governments, and other institutions;  

 building and sustaining the largest First Nation owned and operated 

telecommunication network in Canada, delivering data, voice, video, and 

mobile services; and  

 supporting my family and our community to be creating and engaging in 

traditional land-based and ceremonial activities.  

Now, as a UNB graduate student and researcher, I am applying 

decolonization and Marxist theories by Indigenous academics (Alfred, 2009; 

Battiste, 2013; Corntassel, 2012; Coulthard, 2014; Grande, 2004; Palmater, 

2011, 2014; Tuck, 2009, 2014; Tuck & Yang, 2012; Waziyatawin, 2012; Wolfe, 

2006) to understand how ICT supports learning and education in the remote First 

Nations. Through my critical praxis, I want to support the First Nations and my 

family in their efforts to create healthy and sustainable environments for our 

children and future generations so they can continue living and working in the 

communities in northwestern Ontario, where they and their ancestors have lived 

for thousands of years.  

Throughout my thesis I present ICT as a largely positive development but I 

also realize how colonial governments and corporations use ICT in a way that 

negatively influence traditional Indigenous ways of learning, understanding, and 

sustaining their communities, languages, and culture. Because the predominant 

online language is English, the Indigenous languages spoken in the KO 
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communities are further challenged to be used in the homes and schools. ICT 

supports state surveillance of the KO First Nations because Indigenous 

resurgence threatens corporate and resource development in traditional 

territories. Financial costs for necessary infrastructure and ongoing operation of 

ICT equipment and the associated services restricts equitable and affordable 

access for KO community members. Ongoing lobbying and awareness efforts 

are required to challenge these colonial practices. As discussed in Chapter four, 

owning, controlling, accessing, and possessing (OCAP) both the networks and 

the applications are another important opportunity for First Nations to challenge 

colonial efforts and protect their lands and resources (Assembly of First Nations, 

2007, 2010; Beaton & Campbell, 2014). 

From 2006 until June 2013 I was the community research partner for 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak on an ongoing SSHRC-funded project now called the 

First Nations Innovation (FNI) initiative. Since starting my Master’s research at 

UNB I have also been working as a graduate student researcher with FNI on the 

Ontario research with KO as the research partner. My current Master’s research 

is the next stage and adventure in a journey with KO and the remote KO First 

Nations that has spanned more than 20 years.  

A Desire-Centred Perspective with First Nations 

Tuck in her 2009 article, “Suspending Damage: A Letter to Communities,” 

challenges researchers to focus on a desire-centred approach to writing about 

First Nations as an alternative to a damage-centred focus (Tuck, 2009). Using 

Tuck’s guidance, my research celebrates how the KO First Nations are 
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innovating and creating services to address local needs and priorities. At the 

same time, it is also critical to understand the challenges these remote First 

Nations experience in their efforts to create healthy communities for their children 

and future generations. Inadequate and difficult-to-access government funding 

programs result in substandard housing conditions; underfunded education, 

health, police, governance, water, wastewater facilities, resources and 

infrastructure; high costs for supplies, transportation, energy, and food; these, 

along with a multitude of other challenges, make it very difficult to live in the 

north. But the people continue to live and survive in this harsh environment just 

as their ancestors did and as future generations will do as well. 

Unfortunately, without any real understanding about the remote First 

Nations and the people living in these communities, urban-based media sources, 

organizations, institutions, and governments continue to deliver the traditional 

erroneous settler colonial image of poverty, lack of accountability, and 

dependency. These presentations about the people and their communities are 

inappropriate and serve the needs of the urban environments while undermining 

the remote First Nations. They are what Tuck refers to as “damage-centred” 

accounts of First Nations and the people living in these environments (Tuck, 

2009). They ignore the truth that the impoverished situation of remote First 

Nations is a result of our capitalist society requiring free and open access to the 

lands and resources the First Nations depend upon for their existence and for 

future generations (Coulthard, 2013, 2014). As an alternative I present a “desire-

centred” approach to First Nation development throughout my thesis. 
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My Thesis Research 

The main elements of my thesis are three chapters presented as research 

papers at academic conferences in 2013 and 2014, with one being published. 

For these papers, my research questions were:  

 How are adults living in five remote KO First Nations using ICT for learning 

and education, and what are their experiences with these opportunities and 

their perspectives on ICT in their communities? (Chapter two) 

 How do people spend their time productively to add value to their lives and 

their communities and how do they use ICT to support these activities 

(Chapter three) 

 What is the relationship between settler colonialism and e-community? 

(Chapter four) 

My research shows how the KO community members are building 

community resilience and supporting local socio-economic development by 

learning to use information and communication technologies (ICT) (Beaton & 

Campbell, 2014). This ICT work is now being referred to as creating an “e-

community” environment that is locally owned and managed. The e-community 

refers to community members actively using digital networks and online tools and 

applications to sustain and support local educational opportunities, their 

economy, social services and all the different communication developments 

required in every community (Whiteduck, Tenasco, O’Donnell, Whiteduck & 

Lockhart, 2013; Whiteduck, 2010; Whiteduck, Beaton, Burton, & O’Donnell, 

2012).  
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As I discuss in the next three chapters in this thesis, e-community efforts 

are providing an alternative means for settlers and allies to work constructively to 

address historical injustices, indigenize the academy, and collaboratively create 

developments supporting a sustainable future for everyone (Beaton & Campbell, 

2014; Beaton & Carpenter, 2014; Beaton, Seibel & Thomas, 2014). The use of 

ICT in learning includes informal and peer learning as well as formal local 

schools and training situations. Analyzing how the community members are 

using ICT helps us understand the factors that influence learning and the 

importance of these tools for the communities.  

My thesis research included an online community questionnaire with the 

findings highlighting the desires the people have for their communities (Tuck, 

2009). The numerous responses concerning their children, community, and 

future generations describing strength and determination for healthy, prosperous 

environments resonates throughout the community questionnaire results. First 

Nation residents want their community leaders and their organizations to 

challenge the status quo with the colonial governments and their educational 

institutions. First Nations are using ICT in innovative ways to support their own 

networks, education, health, policing, governance, business, and community 

services and programs. Some of the information from the community 

questionnaire is used in chapters two and three to highlight the work required to 

support local enterprises and educational opportunities in these remote First 

Nations. 
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The First Nations desire support for training, adequate facilities and the 

resources required to build new opportunities for themselves and their children. 

From this perspective, the typical ‘damage-centred’ portrayal of the environment 

by colonial regimes is replaced by a ‘desire-centred’ focus (Tuck, 2009) 

celebrating realistic possibilities when sufficient and necessary resources 

become available to support these developments. For example, the development 

of local high school classrooms in the First Nations so their children can remain 

in their homes is highlighted. Increasing health services and access to health 

specialists using local owned and managed telemedicine services is another 

example of these desire-centred applications created by the First Nations. 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) and the First Nation leaders are now using the 

information from our community questionnaire to support the community 

members as they work towards realizing their dreams and aspirations of creating 

new training opportunities and community economic strategies. KO is using the 

community feedback from the questionnaire to generate reports that build the 

business case to connect the remote First Nations to the regional electrical grid. 

Currently these communities generate their electricity by burning expensive 

diesel fuel hauled in by trucks on the winter roads. Being connected to the 

electricity grid will open up future economic opportunities and address the 

business aspirations of local entrepreneurs and community groups. 

Our collaborative research provides evidence that small communities 

across the country are able to use digital tools and infrastructure to create and 

support resilient and healthy local learning and educational opportunities, social 
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services, and economies (Beaton & Campbell, 2014). A strong local economy 

provides choices for its citizens and young people about where and how they 

wish to access learning opportunities and services. A healthy community 

provides its members with the opportunities to innovate and contribute to their 

environments for future generations. 

The articles, books and resources referenced and included in my M.Ed. 

thesis draw on a number of relevant disciplines addressing the themes of critical 

and Indigenous studies, ICT in learning and learning to use ICT. Indigenous 

studies is best described using critical theory to explain the colonial history, 

politics, society, culture and economic environments existing in First Nations 

communities (Alfred, 2009; Corntassel, 2012; Coulthard, 2013, 2014; Palmater, 

2011, 2014; Wolfe, 2006). The struggle by First Nations to overcome past 

injustices and genocide by colonial forces is creating the resurgence of 

Indigenous languages and land-based pedagogies supporting their rights and 

international respect for treaties and laws (Anaya, 2014; United Nations, 2007).  

Doing research in remote parts of Canada is very challenging for both 

researchers and community members for many reasons. To date very little 

research has been conducted about the use of ICT in remote First Nation 

communities aside from the research projects and publication work that I have 

been involved with over the years (Beaton & Campbell, 2014; Carpenter, 2010; 

Carpenter, Gibson, Kakekaspan & O’Donnell, 2013; O'Donnell, Kakekaspan, 

Beaton, Walmark, Mason & Mak, 2011; Potter, 2010; Walmark, 2010; Walmark, 

Gibson, Kakekaspan & O’Donnell, 2012). Gratton and O'Donnell (2011) 
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document the challenges involved in conducting research in remote First Nation 

communities including the high cost of travel, significant time requirements, and 

developing community partnerships. On the community side, it can be difficult to 

develop trust with researchers, given the long history of settler colonialism 

represented in part by educational institutions (Denzin, Lincoln, & Smith, 2008; 

Smith, 1999; Walmark, 2009; Wilson, 2008). Language is another barrier within 

these English-as-a-second-language environments. Having worked with the 

communities for so many years, I have a good relationship with many of the 

people and all the communities involved with this research project that helps to 

overcome some of these obstacles. 

The Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural Sciences and 

Engineering Research Council of Canada & Social Sciences and Humanities 

Research Council of Canada (TCPS2) Chapter 9 (Tri-Council, 2010) and critical 

research (Kincheloe, 2008; Smith, 1999; Wilson, 2008) highlight the need for 

researchers to collaborate with First Nations and take a holistic approach to 

working with the communities. Collaborating with the First Nations and their 

organizations and focusing on each community as a unique whole is critical. 

Smith’s (1999) Decolonizing Methodologies identifies the benefits of strong 

partnerships with Indigenous communities when conducting research. Ferreira, 

Ramirez & Walmark (2004) and Ramírez, Aitkin, Kora, & Richardson (2003) 

outlined the need for participatory evaluation of ICT in Aboriginal communities 

when they wrote about their work with Keewaytinook Okimakanak. Our earlier 

work with the First Nations Innovation research project also highlights the 
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importance of collaborative research on ICT with the First Nations (Perley and 

O’Donnell, 2005; Walmark, O’Donnell and Beaton, 2005).  

Research Methodology 

My research methodology is participatory action research (PAR) with the 

KO organization. In his book, Research is Ceremony: Indigenous Research 

Methods, Wilson describes why “participatory action research is so useful for 

Indigenous people because it really fits well ... into our paradigm, because the 

idea is to improve the reality of the people you are working with. The participatory 

action type models fit well within that” (Wilson, 2008, p115). 

PAR is possible for our research due to my past work and relationship with 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak and the remote KO First Nations. In the spring of 

2013, as I was preparing to leave my employment with KO in Sioux Lookout, 

Ontario, I met with the chiefs of these First Nations to discuss my future 

academic plans. During that meeting, the KO Research Director’s proposal and 

the KO Chiefs approval made it official that I would continue working with the KO 

Research Institute (KORI) as an Associate Researcher. In October 2013, the 

chiefs formally endorsed my proposed research with a supporting resolution (see 

Appendix 1 for a copy of the signed resolution). This formal recognition by KO of 

my role as a researcher working closely with the organization and KO 

communities makes the PAR methodology appropriate and respectful in this 

context. 
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Using participatory action research to develop and deliver our online 

community questionnaire of KO community members is possible from previous 

experience with this data tool3. Planning for the February / March 2014 delivery 

of the online community questionnaire meant beginning our preparation work in 

June 2013. My work with the First Nations Innovation research project (FNI) 

involved drafting the sample community questionnaire and preparing the FNI 

application to UNB’s Research Ethics Board. The data analysis, presentation of 

the findings and the production of articles about the information obtained from the 

community questionnaire involved KO staff and First Nation members in every 

step throughout the entire process.  

Previously, in 2011 while employed with KO as a community research 

partner, I worked with our FNI project partners to conduct an online community 

questionnaire. One of the 2014 community questionnaire requirements put forth 

by KO was for each KO department manager (health, education, research, 

administration, public works, etc.) to determine the questions they wanted to 

include about their programs and services. Getting this feedback from each KO 

manager required presenting to them the 2011 community questionnaire results. 

                                            

3 In August 2013, I prepared my UNB M.Ed. research proposal and presented it to the Faculty of 

Education in September. After my research proposal was accepted, approval for our research 

was obtained from the UNB Research Ethics Board.  
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New departments and managers had to be consulted and new questions 

included in our 2014 community questionnaire. In the end the 2014 community 

questionnaire included 29 questions, many with multiple choices and comment 

boxes that provided both quantitative and qualitative information (see Appendix 2 

for the list of questions included on the community questionnaire).  

To support the delivery of the questionnaire, the FNI project provided 

funding to contract local community researchers in each of the remote KO 

communities to support local residents completing the online questionnaire. 

Working with the KORI Research Director, we organized online meetings in 

January 2014 to advertise for, contract, and train the First Nation researchers. 

We required each community researcher to complete the community 

questionnaire and provide feedback about it to ensure its acceptability in their 

community. I prepared a job description and an employment contract with the KO 

Research Institute for each of the community researchers.  

I worked with the community researchers to advertise and promote the 

community questionnaire in each community announcing the launch date of 

February 3, 2014. We included prize draws to encourage community members to 

complete the online questionnaire. I sent out email notices to community 

members who had KNET email accounts and posted notices on each First 

Nation e-community facebook site. I monitored the community questionnaire 

results daily to avoid duplicate submissions and review the quality of the data 

being contributed. I produced weekly reports for the community researchers to 

encourage more local promotion and support to community members and I 
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distributed additional promotional posters and email messages throughout the 

eight weeks that the community questionnaire was left open. Table 1 provides a 

summary breakdown of the number of community questionnaire responses 

obtained after closing the questionnaire at the end of March. 

Table 1: Population profiles of the KO First Nations with community 

questionnaire summaries  

KO Community On-reserve 
population 

M-male, 
F-female 

 

(Note 1) 

First # = Band 
members starting 

questionnaire 

Second # = total 
on-reserve 

starting 
questionnaire  

 
(Note 2) 

Total # of people 
completing the 

community 
questionnaire who are 
living on-reserve and 

who are band members 
/ Second number is the 

number of non-
members (nurses, 

teachers, etc) 
(Note 3) 

Deer Lake M‐510, F‐517 69 / 63 49 / 3 

Fort Severn M‐261, F‐265 75 / 66 46 / 4 

Keewaywin M‐227, F‐210 27 / 24 18 / 0 

McDowell Lake 0 9 / 0 0 / 0 

North Spirit Lake M‐209, F‐216 43 / 39 27 / 2 

Poplar Hill M‐302, F‐268 14 / 17 10 / 3 

Totals 2,985 237 / 209 150 / 12

 

NOTES for Table 1:  

1. Column 1: Registered Population as of February, 2015 from First Nation 
profiles available online from http://fnpim-cippn.aandc-aadnc.gc.ca/index-
eng.asp  interactive map 
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2. Column 2: 209 of these community questionnaires were started by people 
living in one of the KO First Nations; some of the 237 KO band members 
were living outside their communities in urban centres. 

3. Of the 237 community questionnaires started, a total of 196 community 
questionnaires were completed to the end with 162 (the 150 plus 12) of 
these were completed by people living in the KO First Nations 

 

As indicated in Table 1, 237 community questionnaires contained data 

that is useful for the analysis. The gender ratio for the on-reserve population from 

the 2015 AANDC data is close to 50-50 (see Table 1 for actual numbers). This 

was the gender ratio of respondents to the previous KO community questionnaire 

conducted in November 2011 (Beaton, Kakekaspan & O’Donnell, 2012). In the 

2014 (February and March) community questionnaire, of the 164 people who 

answered the question about gender at the end of the community questionnaire, 

105 identified as women (64% of the 164 respondents) and 59 as men (36%). 

There could be several reasons for the higher number of completed community 

questionnaires by women. First, the winter roads were being used during the 

same time period when the community questionnaire was open. When these 

roads are available, more men are building and maintaining them as well as 

travelling to haul supplies and goods. As well more women than men have 

maintained their KO-KNET email accounts since 2011 and so were more likely to 

receive the email invitation to complete the community questionnaire. Other 

methods to reach community members included the posters and flyers 

distributed by the local researcher along with local television and radio notices on 

their community channels.  
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Once the 2014 community questionnaire was closed at the end of March, 

a preliminary summary document produced from the SurveyMonkey results was 

shared with the KO Research Institute.  Reports and graphs were then produced 

using the tools available from SurveyMonkey (the online survey service). In early 

April, I presented the preliminary results from the questionnaire at the UNB 

Faculty of Education’s Works-In-Progress series. I produced and presented two 

papers based on the community questionnaire results at the Congress of 

Humanities and Social Sciences at the end of May 2014. These two papers are 

now chapters two and three of my thesis. Because these chapters are individual 

research papers, some of the information, in particular the methodology sections 

describing the questionnaire, is somewhat repetitive for the reader. Similarly the 

reference section for each chapter contains many of the same sources used in 

each of the papers and in the introductory and concluding chapters. 

In late April 2014, a comprehensive report was prepared for KO 

highlighting the community questionnaire information obtained with community 

member feedback about the community services delivered by each of the 

different KO departments (health, education, public works, etc.). In May, the FNI 

team consisting of the FNI project principal investigator and myself began 

traveling throughout northwestern Ontario to present this report to the KO staff. 

The report was well received by the KO staff in their office facilities in four 

different communities across northwestern Ontario (Sioux Lookout (the KNET 

office), Balmertown (KO Health, KO Telehealth, Keewaytinook Internet High 

School), Dryden (KO Public Works and the Water and Waste-water Training 
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Centre), and Thunder Bay (KO Research Institute and the KO Secondary School 

Support Services). The KO summary report summarizing the findings from the 

community questionnaire about these KO programs and services is available 

online on the KO First Nation e-community web sites and is included as 

Appendix 3 of my thesis.  

I spent considerable effort working with the KO organization to prepare, 

review, and disseminate the research results in the KO communities. 

Comprehensive reports of the information obtained from each KO First Nation 

were prepared and reviewed by the director of the KO Research Institute. As 

well, large posters (two feet x three feet) were produced with questionnaire 

results and community photographs so some of the information could be 

displayed in public places in each First Nation in an appealing format. I worked 

with the FNI project principal investigator to organize a series of visits to the KO 

communities during the month of July. The logistics were considerable as all the 

KO communities are remote fly-in locations and few communities have direct 

scheduled flights between them. Guest accommodations are often difficult to find 

in the communities due to a busy but short construction season.  

During the community visits in July, I took the community questionnaire 

reports and posters into each KO community and shared the information with 

community leaders and members during formal and informal meetings. The visits 

ranged from four days to more than a week in each community. The findings 

from the questionnaire provide the KO organization and each of the KO First 

Nations with information about the use of and opinions concerning ICT and the 
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various programs and services available in the First Nations. These findings are 

discussed in more detail in chapters two and three of this thesis. Both 

publications for each community - the report and poster - were shared online on 

the local e-community web site and a sample First Nation report and poster are 

included in Appendix 4 and Appendix 5 of this document.  

Following our community visits we received very positive feedback from 

the KO Research Institute (KORI) partner that our visits had been appreciated by 

the community leadership. In two of the communities, the leadership expressed 

an interest in being involved in the next stage of the research. I am now working 

with KORI to plan how to involve the KO communities in my upcoming doctoral 

research. 

Thesis Outline 

Following this introductory chapter are three chapters consisting of 

research papers that I presented at academic conferences, followed by the fifth 

chapter, the conclusion. Each research paper includes a literature review 

pertaining to the subject material. The papers add to the research background, 

methodologies, and discussions used throughout my academic and research 

work.  

Chapters two and three provide information about different aspects of the 

community questionnaire for different academic audiences resulting in the need 

to replicate some of the information concerning the literature and research 

methodology. These two papers were prepared and presented in different 
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academic conferences at the 2014 Congress of Humanities and Social Sciences 

held at Brock University in St. Catherines, Ontario.  

Chapter two is the paper entitled: “A critical understanding of adult 

learning, education and training using information and communication 

technologies (ICT) in remote First Nations.” This chapter explores how 

information and communication technologies (ICT) supports learning, education 

and training and First Nation control of these processes in remote communities, 

using the information from the 2014 online community questionnaire. The critical 

analysis considers how the community questionnaire findings relate to the 

ongoing project of decolonization, and in particular, how these new ICT 

opportunities support the ability of community members to stay on the land. 

I co-authored this paper with Penny Carpenter, the KO-KNET Business 

Manager and a Lac Seul First Nation member. Prior to becoming a UNB 

graduate student, I worked with Penny at KO for more than 20 years, 

establishing different ICT-supported education and training opportunities in the 

First Nations. I worked with Penny to submit the paper abstract in December 

2013 and it was accepted for the Canadian Association for Study of Indigenous 

Education (CASIE) conference at Congress 2014 at Brock University. My 

presentation of the paper at CASIE was well received. I am now planning to 

submit the paper to an appropriate journal for publication. 

Chapter three is the paper entitled: “Valuing the social economy and 

information and communication technologies (ICT) in small remote First Nations” 
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presented at the Association of Nonprofit and Social Economy Research 

(ANSER). The chapter addresses how remote First Nations are challenging 

contemporary colonialism with their effective use of ICT to support their local 

social economy. Using other findings for the 2014 online community 

questionnaire, the paper details how the social economy in these small remote 

communities uses innovative ICT solutions to support required services, 

economic opportunities, and sustainable environments for future generations. A 

critical examination of local social enterprises and entrepreneurs highlights the 

learning and sharing that is occurring. Two case studies help to explain the e-

community work occurring in the KO First Nations. 

I co-authored the ANSER paper with Franz Siebel, the KO Research 

Institute Director and Lyle Thomas, the Fort Severn First Nation IT Network 

Manager. Co-authoring the paper means I drafted the original paper after 

discussions with both co-authors to determine the content of the paper. The draft 

paper was carefully reviewed and edited by the co-authors to ensure they were 

comfortable with the material. I then successfully presented the paper with Franz 

at the ANSER conference. At the conference, Franz met ANSER members from 

the Ontario Institute of Studies in Education (OISE) at the University of Toronto 

who invited him to participate as a partner in a SSHRC partnership grant 

proposal. Subsequently they worked together and the proposal was submitted by 

OISE to SSHRC in February 2015 with the Keewaytinook Okimakanak Research 

Institute as a co-applicant. Their SSHRC proposal references our ANSER paper 

and the information from the questionnaire. 
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Chapter four is the background to the development of the e-community 

work being undertaken by the KO First Nations. I submitted the abstract for the 

paper in early 2013 and it was accepted. I then prepared the research paper as 

part of my course work for my Master’s program in July 2013 and presented it at 

the World Social Sciences Forum (WSSF) in Montreal in October. Following the 

conference, I submitted the paper to a special issue of the Journal of Community 

Informatics, and it was published in April 2014. The article, “Settler Colonialism 

and First Nations e-Communities in Northwestern Ontario,” is co-authored with 

Peter Campbell, the Executive Director of Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO). In a 

2001 journal, Campbell wrote about his first-hand experience of growing up in 

North Spirit Lake First Nation, later becoming chief of his community, and then 

becoming executive director of KO (Campbell, 2001). The changes and 

developments he experienced in his home community are highlighted in our 

research paper. The paper is a critical analysis of settler colonialism and how the 

remote KO First Nations are challenging historical and contemporary colonial 

policies and services with their own programs, building strong and resilient 

communities (Kirmayer, Sehdev, Whitley, Dandeneau & Isaac, 2009). The 

innovative use of communication technologies that are owned and managed 

locally is highlighted in this paper. 

In the final chapter, I discuss the findings from my research with the First 

Nations in relation to how settler governments and educational institutions might 

work more effectively with remote First Nations. I expand on the analysis of the 

data obtained from the online community questionnaire to highlight the desires 
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and work existing in these remote KO First Nations. Our participatory action 

research conducted with Keewaytinook Okimakanak and their member First 

Nations provides the communities with the information supporting their self-

determination and local sustainability. The communities are creating innovative 

solutions addressing local needs and priorities. The research and the directions 

provided by community members and their leaders point settlers, their 

governments, institutions, and corporations towards a space that is mutually 

beneficial and respectful for everyone. The information from the community 

questionnaire is now being used as they update their community economic and 

training strategies as a component of a recent project. 

The first theme to be discussed in my concluding chapter expands on the 

research I undertook and the methodology employed. I examine what worked 

well, what could be improved, and what will be useful for future research as I 

prepare to conduct my doctoral work. The lessons I learned about participatory 

action research and Indigenous partnerships are also shared. A second theme 

addresses learning, education, and ICT in remote First Nations detailing what I 

learned and what new discoveries and lessons were found. This research and 

experience is now helping to frame my PhD research. Finally I use this 

opportunity to share about my own growth while working at UNB, with other 

students, academics, researchers and with First Nations. The influences affecting 

my personal relationship to the land, Indigenous people, and others is 

dramatically strengthened as a result of this experience.   
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Chapter two: A critical understanding of adult learning, 

education and training using information and 

communication technologies (ICT) in remote 

First Nations 

This paper was presented as:  

Beaton, B., Carpenter, P. (2014) A critical understanding of adult learning, 

education and training using information and communication technologies 

(ICT) in remote First Nations. Canadian Association for Study of 

Indigenous Education. Brock University, St. Catherines, Ontario, May. 

Abstract:  

Through a critical settler colonialism lens we explore how information and 

communication technologies (ICT) supports learning, education and training and 

First Nation control of these processes in remote communities. The central 

theme of the current study is that decolonization is about land and creating the 

conditions necessary so Indigenous peoples have the opportunity to connect with 

and live sustainably on their traditional territories. Remote First Nations across 

Canada face considerable challenges and opportunities related to adult learning 

and quality education and training programs for local citizens. Our study, 

conducted in partnership with the Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) tribal council, 

explores how community members living in five remote First Nations in 

northwestern Ontario are using ICT for informal learning and education and 

training opportunities. KO and the researchers conducted an online community 
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questionnaire of residents of the KO First Nations in early 2014 that included 

many open-ended response questions to ensure the voices of community 

members are heard. The critical analysis considers how the community 

questionnaire findings relate to the ongoing project of decolonization, and in 

particular, how these new ICT opportunities support the ability of community 

members to stay on the land. 

Introduction 

I use the internet access with just about everything I do. I research and 

check up on the things that I do online. One example is I looked up on how 

to clean a carburetor on a chainsaw. I use the internet most of the time 

while trouble shooting just about everything. I honestly do not know what I 

would do without internet access now.  

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Information and communication technologies (ICT) offer new formal and 

informal learning and education opportunities. The use of ICT in remote First 

Nations is changing how the people create and share their experiences and 

teachings with others (McMullen & Rorhbach, 2003; Molyneaux, O’Donnell, 

Kakekaspan, Walmark, Budka & Gibson, 2014; O'Donnell, Kakekaspan, Beaton, 

Walmark, Mason & Mak, 2011; Simon, Burton, Lockhart & O’Donnell, 2014). This 

study explores how ICT supports decolonization work in remote First Nations in 

northwestern Ontario through its support of adult learning, training and education 

opportunities in these communities.  
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With the development of broadband networks and ICT, people living in 

remote First Nations are innovating and creating choices in the delivery of new 

learning, training, and education programs and services. With locally owned, 

managed, and operated ICT tools and networks, remote First Nations are now 

supporting a variety of training and education programs addressing the needs of 

the communities (Beaton & Campbell, 2014; Carpenter, 2010; Kakekaspan et al., 

2014; Potter, 2010). Parents and children are able to choose whether to remain 

in their community to complete their education or leave for a high school program 

in a far-away urban centre that can be foreign to young people who rarely leave 

their small isolated communities. Professional development and new learning 

and sharing opportunities along with other adult training programs are now 

delivered online. These programs are planned, accessible, and cost-efficient for 

staff and community members to upgrade their skills and network with their peers 

in neighbouring communities. First Nation community members are active users 

of social media and many other online tools for informal learning opportunities 

(Molyneaux et al., 2014; Potter, 2010; Simon et al., 2014). 

Our article presents and discusses the results of an online community 

questionnaire of residents of five remote First Nations in northwestern Ontario 

conducted in early 2014 in collaboration with the communities and their tribal 

council, Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO). The chiefs of these First Nations 

passed a tribal council resolution authorizing this research and the publication of 

the results following guidelines managed by their research institute. The study 

explores two questions from a critical perspective: how are the people living in 
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five remote KO First Nations using ICT for learning and education; and what 

have been their experiences with these opportunities and their perspectives on 

ICT in the community.  

The community questionnaire was designed using participatory action 

research methodologies to ensure ownership of the community questionnaire 

and its data by KO and the communities and to encourage the respondents to 

share their thoughts and experiences. When provided with the opportunity to 

share their recommendations and concerns, many respondents provided 

thoughtful comments about learning, training and education and the use of ICT in 

their communities. The comments presented throughout this article are selected 

to present a balanced perspective. Keyword searches of the online comments to 

identify references to learning, training, land-based activities, and education 

helped to collect these common threads and highlight experiences and 

perspectives. 

The critical theoretical approach undertaken in this paper involves a 

critical assessment of the power and knowledge relationships and dynamics 

between the colonial Canadian state and First Nations. By highlighting the 

existing oppressive manifestations of power, we provide an alternative 

understanding of the work being done by the First Nations to counter the 

dominant discourse. From the research, we are suggesting ways to destabilize 

these relationships for the purpose of increased equality in the distribution of 

resources and respect for others. Identifying and challenging existing regimes of 
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truths presented by the state, corporations, and the media is an essential 

requirement to influence and change contemporary hegemony. 

The Decolonization of Education in First Nations 

We need someone to teach the youth and kids about how to survive in the 

bush, about hunting, trapping, the old way of life, and how to get medicine 

from the land, what kind of plants to use, so many plants are out there. 

Our legends and stories from the past are getting lost, we need to teach 

our future kids about our traditions and culture and mostly our language: 

today, young kids are not interested in it.  

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The design and analysis of the study was informed by Tuck and Yang’s 

“Decolonization is not a metaphor” (2012). That phrase is the central theme of 

the current study: decolonization is about land and about creating the conditions 

necessary so that Indigenous peoples have the opportunity to connect with and 

live sustainably on their traditional territories. In a well-known critical text, 

Pedagogy of the Oppressed, Paulo Freire’s analysis of the relationship between 

the colonizer and the colonized sees the need for critical pedagogy in which 

students are co-creators of knowledge in a process of liberation (Freire, 1970). 

Tuck and Yang are critical of Freire's analysis because of its positioning of 

decolonization primarily as an individual psychological process. The unsettling 

work required is the repatriation of Indigenous peoples to their land and their 

traditions for those who are able to undertake these lifestyles. Tuck and Yang, as 
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well as other authors, use the term "settler colonialism" to describe the ongoing 

colonial relations of First Nations peoples within settler states. In this context, the 

lead author of the current study identifies himself as a settler-researcher and the 

co-author is an Indigenous woman. 

Numerous other academic Indigenous authors recognize the importance 

of the land and its relationship with Indigenous people (Alfred, 2009; Battiste, 

2013; Corntassel, 2012; Coulthard, 2007; Grande, 2004; Palmater, 2009). First 

Nation leaders continue to battle with colonial governments for nation-to-nation 

status and justice for communities to protect their rights and access to their 

traditional lands. Leanne Simpson (2012) described this battle over the land that 

continues today as the longest resistance struggle in Canada since the first 

settlers arrived in North America. Corntassel (2012) describes how Indigenous 

people understand their responsibilities (rights) and relationships (resources) with 

the land and their role in protecting the land and waters for future generations. 

The resurgence (reconciliation) being undertaken by Indigenous people is 

evident in a renewed strength and commitment to traditional knowledge and 

practices among the youth (Corntassel, 2012). As this article highlights, the 

people living and working in remote First Nations continue to practice their 

traditional lifestyles that require them to be close to the land. 

Along similar lines, in her book Decolonizing Education, Battiste (2013) 

explains the importance of an Indigenous learning experience grounded in the 

language and traditions of the First Nations to support decolonization. The 

historical and contemporary settler government-imposed education curriculum 
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oppresses and marginalizes the First Nation communities and people by working 

to remove them from the land and make them disappear from the Canadian 

landscape (Battiste, 2013). The KO First Nations in northwestern Ontario who 

are partners in our research created and are successfully supporting and 

operating locally owned and managed education environments that support the 

language and traditions of the communities. These activities can be understood 

as efforts by the KO communities to decolonize their learning and education 

systems. The effective use of their locally owned, developed, controlled, 

accessible, and operated ICT tools and network support their learning and 

education environments and their decolonizing efforts (Beaton, Campbell, 2014) 

and can be understood as an extension of the broader principles of Ownership, 

Control, Access and Possession (OCAP) (Assembly of First Nations, 2007, 2010; 

Schnarch, 2004). 

The writings of Battiste, Corntassel, Tuck and Yang suggest that creating 

local and regional First Nation owned and managed educational and learning 

opportunities that address local needs and priorities, language and historical 

challenges is a decolonizing practice. The importance of the current research is 

framed by understanding the political and historical forces that shape how the 

communities and the people came to this point in their existence. A critical 

theoretical approach highlights that the First Nations’ work with learning and 

education, traditional languages, and lifestyles is being achieved under 

challenging conditions but with renewed determination (Battiste, 2013; 

Corntassel, 2012; Tuck and Yang, 2012; Grande, 2007).  
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First Nations control of First Nations education is the goal of all Indigenous 

communities across Canada. Local First Nation education programs and services 

struggle to deliver culturally appropriate opportunities for students while trying to 

work with the federal government bureaucracy. Their schools and learning 

environments are under-funded, demand extensive reporting, work within the 

legacy of residential schools, often operate in poor facilities and face many other 

obstacles (AFN, 2010; Battiste, 2013; Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 

1996). Finding innovative strategies to overcome these obstacles is a constant 

effort by community leaders and educators in remote First Nations. Local schools 

and education programs are using ICT in many ways to address many of these 

challenges (Kakekaspan, O'Donnell, Beaton, Walmark & Gibson, 2014; Lockhart, 

Tenasco, Whiteduck & O’Donnell, 2014; O’Donnell, Johnson, Kakepetum-

Schultz, Burton, Whiteduck, Mason, Beaton, McMahon & Gibson, 2013; 

Whiteduck, Tenasco, O’Donnell, Whiteduck & Lockhart, 2014). 

The KO First Nations and Their Online Learning, Education and Training 

Opportunities 

[We need] more land based activities for the younger generations to learn 

how to survive out on the land where our ancestors taught us how to 

survive. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The beautiful but harsh Canadian Shield in the farthest northwestern 

region of Ontario is the location of the six First Nations that the Keewaytinook 
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Okimakanak (KO) tribal council serves. The six remote First Nations are only 

accessible by plane or canoe throughout most of the year. For a few weeks each 

winter a temporary road is constructed on the frozen lakes and across the 

Canadian Shield to haul in supplies of fuel and construction materials. Five of the 

First Nations are permanent (year-round) communities. McDowell Lake First 

Nation only has seasonal residents conducting traditional lifestyles of hunting and 

fishing as they work to develop their local infrastructure. 

Fort Severn, a Cree community in Treaty 9, is the northernmost settlement 

in Ontario located on the shore of the Hudson Bay and the former location of the 

first fur-trading fort in Ontario. The other five KO First Nations – Keewaywin, Deer 

Lake, North Spirit Lake, Poplar Hill and McDowell Lake – are Oji-Cree 

communities located in Treaty 5 along the western Ontario border shared with 

Manitoba. Both Treaty 5 and Treaty 9 include education as a treaty right. In the 

KO communities, education, both formal and informal, is recognized as a right 

and has a high priority (AFN, 2010; Walmark, 2010). 

The total on-reserve population in the five permanent communities is 

approximately 2,900 with another 850 members living off-reserve. The on-

reserve population is very young, with approximately 50% of the people under 

the age of 18 (AANDC, 2014). The five year-round communities all have K–8 

elementary schools with the Deer Lake School going to grade 10; Deer Lake is 

the largest community with 1,000 residents and the other communities have 

resident populations between 400 and 500. Each of these First Nations also 

operates a local high school classroom as part of the Keewaytinook Internet High 
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School (KIHS). As well, adults also have the choice of completing their high 

school requirements in the local Wahsa Distance Education classroom 

(Carpenter, 2010; Walmark, 2010). 

The KO tribal council delivers second-level support services and programs 

as directed by the chiefs of these First Nations who make up the Board of 

Directors for the not-for-profit organization. They are all members of Nishnawbe 

Aski Nation, their regional political organization, the Chiefs of Ontario, the 

provincial political organization and the Assembly of First Nations, their national 

political organization. All of these representative organizations include education 

as an important policy priority (AFN, 2010; Carpenter, 2010; O’Donnell et al., 

2013). 

Living in these small, remote communities can be a challenge for the 

teachers and others who come from outside and often are unfamiliar with the 

remoteness, the various levels of services, challenging facilities, and the different 

infrastructure. But the First Nations people who live in these communities do so 

because this is where their families and ancestors have always lived and where 

they want to raise their children to know their history and traditions. They have a 

deep connection to the land and their history of being there (Battiste, 2013). 

Many of the challenges of providing learning and education opportunities 

in these unique remote environments are completely unfamiliar to people living in 

cities – for example, the lack of a reliable power supply. Poplar Hill First Nation 

needed a new school for many years to replace their 60 year-old wooden, mold-
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infested structure. But with their rapidly growing population, upgrading their 

existing diesel powered generators was necessary to build and support a new 

school. They have been working on their power development requirements for 

many years and only recently succeeded in accessing the required funding. Their 

long-awaited new school is now moving into the planning and development 

phase with construction to begin in the summer of 2014. 

Lifelong learning initiatives and opportunities continue to be a priority in 

each of these remote communities. Within the local schools, the importance of 

the local language and traditions is emphasized in local elder teaching programs, 

traditional activities, and native language classes. Using ICT for formal and 

informal education, distance education, and online learning makes it possible for 

everyone in these communities to stay close to their traditional lands and 

continue participating in the land-based activities using the local resources that 

have always been practiced by the people in this region (Kakekaspan et al., 

2014). All of these opportunities are possible because of the broadband networks 

owned and controlled by the KO First Nations and supported by their tribal 

council KO (Beaton and Campbell, 2014; Carpenter, 2010). 

Each First Nation school has an early childhood education program for 

four and five year olds. Deer Lake First Nation was able to secure funding from 

Health Canada to establish a Head Start education and childcare program for the 

young children and their families. Health Canada funds a limited number of Head 

Start programs in First Nations to help prepare young children ages 3 and up, 

along with their families, for successfully attending school. There is a strong 
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demand for childcare programs and services in all the communities so parents 

can take on employment opportunities whenever they arise; however, formal 

childcare services do not exist in any of the communities. Family and community 

gatherings and special occasions provide the primary opportunity for the young 

children to participate, contribute, and learn about the importance of the local 

traditions and culture. 

Along with the local primary school operated by the First Nation, another 

formal education opportunity includes the Keewaytinook Internet High School 

(KIHS) that has a classroom in each community for teenagers and young adults. 

KIHS, operating since 2000, is an ICT-enabled Ontario accredited secondary 

school environment where students can now receive their diploma in their home 

First Nation (Potter, 2010; Walmark, 2010). Students in KIHS classrooms in each 

partner First Nation are required to attend school and complete all the required 

work that is presented online. Student support is provided by the local qualified 

high school teacher who teaches their area of specialty online to students in the 

other First Nation KIHS classrooms across the region and acts as a local mentor 

for the students in the community where they live. Specific questions about the 

school or courses are supported by regional administrative staff and the teachers 

in the other classrooms using a variety of ICT tools.  

The Wahsa Distance Education (high school) learning centre is also 

available in these First Nations, supporting adult students who can work 

independently to complete their high school program. The ICT tools in these 

classrooms are often used for other online training and education courses and 
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upgrading programs. Both the elementary and high school classrooms are well 

equipped with ICT equipment (Kakekaspan et al., 2014). Working with locally 

trained technicians and classroom facilitators makes it possible for community 

members to get the support they require to complete formal courses as well as 

skills upgrading programs. Other regional programs are supported by regional 

First Nation organizations working together to provide skills training in areas such 

as band administration, tutor escort and classroom assistant, and teacher trainer, 

as a few examples. Contact North, Ontario’s distance education network, also 

works with different institutions to provide education programs in these 

communities. 

Videoconferencing is a popular tool used by community members to meet 

with students, instructors, and administrators when required. Videoconferencing 

is also used for professional development courses offered by KO, primarily to 

staff working in the community health centres. Keewaytinook Okimakanak 

Telemedicine (KOTM) offers videoconference workshops and training for its staff 

and community members on a regular basis (O’Donnell et al., 2013; O’Donnell et 

al., 2009; O’Donnell et al., 2008). 

Community members use ICT for informal and self-directed learning. The 

use of cell phone services for safety and for learning about and sharing 

information while on the land is now an important component for planning these 

land-based activities (O’Donnell et al., 2011). Many community members share 

information online about hunting, fishing, and many other traditional economic 

activities. From their cradles to their graves, the local residents in these First 
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Nations learn about and share stories and experiences of surviving on the land 

that they love while living in harmony with the resources available. These stories 

are passed along from generation to generation forming a rich history connecting 

everyone and everything in their traditional territories. Community members are 

producing videos, sharing pictures, writing about their experiences, and posting 

stories online to document and record for others to know about their traditional 

activities and developments (Budka, Bell & Fiser, 2009). 

There have been very few community-based studies of the experiences 

with ICT for learning, training and education in these remote communities. Our 

study’s aim is to contribute new knowledge based on information obtained from 

adult learners in these remote First Nations about formal and informal learning, 

education and training experiences with ICT. The literature reviewed supports the 

questions examined in this study and highlights the challenges involved in 

conducting the research in remote First Nations. The two primary research 

questions considered in this study are: 

 How are adults living in five remote KO First Nations using ICT for learning 

and education?  

 What are their experiences with these opportunities and their perspectives 

on ICT in their communities? 
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Participatory Action Research: The Online Community Questionnaire with 

KO 

Our methodological approach is holistic, community-centered, 

collaborative, and participatory. The Chiefs of the KO First Nations established 

the KO Research Institute (KORI) in 2004 to partner with other research 

institutions and researchers while ensuring their stories, knowledge, and data are 

protected and properly represented. Following the principles of OCAP – 

Ownership, Control, Access, Possession (AFN, 2007; Battiste, 2013; Beaton & 

Campbell, 2013; Schnarch, 2004), the research, the process, and the data 

obtained from the study along with the papers and reports produced are owned 

and controlled by KO and the KO First Nations.  

The development and delivery of the community questionnaire instrument 

was a lengthy and close collaboration process between the researchers and the 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) tribal council, KO staff, the KO First Nation 

community leadership and members. KORI supports the KO First Nations in 

identifying their research needs and priorities while developing local skills in 

creating and using local knowledge and information. Research conducted in the 

KO First Nations is also required to support local and regional developments by 

creating reports and publications that can be used for accessing, enhancing, and 

protecting local resources. 

Working with KORI, we identified research priorities and designed the 

most appropriate method to collect data from community members in these 

remote First Nations given our travel and cost limitations. We decided to use an 
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online community questionnaire, as this method was successfully used 

previously in 2011 (Beaton, Gibson, Kakekaspan, O’Donnell, 2012a; Beaton, 

Kakekaspan, O’Donnell, 2012b). Similar to the 2011 community questionnaire, 

the 2014 community questionnaire collected both qualitative data through open 

user responses and quantitative data through closed multiple-choice questions. 

The 2014 community questionnaire used some of the same questions as the 

previous successful online community questionnaire for comparative purposes 

and increased the number of open-ended questions to encourage community 

voices and perspectives. 

Starting in the fall of 2013, information about the online community 

questionnaire was circulated, reviewed, revised, and re-examined by KO 

program managers, the KO Chiefs and board of directors, and the community 

researchers. Most of this internal KO communication work was led by the director 

of KORI with our support. We worked closely with the KO program managers 

(education, health, technology, research, administration, etc.) to design questions 

that would support ongoing KO program development work. Another important 

design feature of the community questionnaire and the questions was the 

information being shared was to inform participants about the various services 

and programs available from their tribal council. The questions were tested and 

further developed with KO First Nation research assistants to ensure they would 

support community planning. The community questionnaire was lengthy, with 29 

questions, many of which had multiple sub-questions, taking from 30 to 40 

minutes to complete with some people taking over an hour.  
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Working with the First Nation organization partners to determine the final 

questions to be asked is an ethical and respectful process that ensures the 

information obtained, and the publication deliverables, are owned and useful to 

the communities. The community questionnaire and research protocol met the 

KO requirements for community engagement. It was reviewed and accepted by 

the research ethics board at the lead author’s home university. The research 

respects the guidelines outlined in Chapter 9 of the Tri-council policy statement 

for ethical conduct and research involving First Nations, Inuit, and Metis peoples 

of Canada (Canadian Institutes of Health Research, Natural Sciences and 

Engineering Research Council of Canada & Social Sciences and Humanities 

Research Council of Canada, 2010) along with Indigenous research 

methodologies (Battiste, 2013; Smith, 1999; Wilson, 2008). 

The online community questionnaire was launched at the start of February 

2014 and remained open until the end of March 2014 (eight weeks). The 

community questionnaire promotion was targeted specifically at the members of 

the six KO First Nations; data for this study includes only the five KO 

communities with year-round permanent residents. SurveyMonkey was used to 

deliver the community questionnaire. We worked with the Keewaytinook 

Okimakanak Research Institute (KORI) to engage the community researchers in 

the six KO First Nations to promote the community questionnaire and support 

community members to complete it. A job description and contract was created 

to provide a clear definition of roles and expectations for everyone. The research 

team worked with the community researchers to identify the tools required to 
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promote the community questionnaire and to create posters and information 

bulletins for community members. Appropriate prizes were identified as 

incentives. The community questionnaire was promoted primarily through online 

means, such as mass emails to KO-KNET email account holders who identified 

as living in KO communities, messages posted to the KO First Nations e-

community and other Facebook pages, and personal Facebook and email 

messages to encourage community members to complete the community 

questionnaire. 

Given that the community questionnaire was promoted almost exclusively 

through online methods, one of the limits of the community questionnaire is that 

community members not using online tools were unlikely to complete the 

community questionnaire without the local research assistant’s help. Community 

members were made aware of the community questionnaire through offline 

methods (posters, community researchers, local community TV and radio ads). 

After completing the online community questionnaire, respondents were directed 

to another page to enter their name, community and contact details for the prize 

draws. The names were confirmed as community members and, therefore, there 

is a high level of confidence in the responses being useful for community 

planning purposes. 

Throughout the community questionnaire period, we prepared regular 

updates to the community researchers and our KORI partner. When the 

community questionnaire was completed, we worked with KO to prepare reports 

for the community that will be presented in person and discussed with community 
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members and leadership, and the KO program managers. Follow-up interviews 

and reports using the community questionnaire information and meetings with 

each of the KO First Nations are planned during the summer of 2014 when we 

travel into each community. Future papers, research, and reports are anticipated 

outcomes from these community visits. These questions and the feedback 

provided on the questionnaire by the KO community members support local 

community and regional program and service planning and developments 

addressing local needs and priorities. In the discussion that follows the 

presentation of the responses from the online community questionnaire, we 

examine how these research findings relate to the decolonialization work that is 

being undertaken and the extent to which we can say that learning and education 

in KO First Nations is decolonized. 

What the Community Questionnaire Tells Us 

Demographic profile of respondents 
 

[We need] continued upgrading on technology services to be up to speed 

as the cities. And future cell service along existing winter road alignments 

to be able to call for help for travelers that have vehicle breakdowns or 

accidents.  

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The current study considers only the people living most of the time in the 

KO First Nations. According to the latest government records, the total on-
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reserve population in the KO First Nations is 2,903 (AANDC, 2014). Of these, 

about 50% are under the age of 18 and were therefore ineligible to do the 

community questionnaire, leaving approximately 1,450 eligible adults; of these, 

209 started the community questionnaire and answered some of the questions. 

This represents an overall 14% response rate from the KO on-reserve adult 

population. Of the 209 people who started the community questionnaire and live 

in the KO First Nations, only 15 were not KO First Nation band members. These 

could be band members of other First Nations or non-First Nation people 

(teachers, nurses, etc.) living in the community.  

One of the communities had a low number of respondents, likely the result 

of community disruption because of three suicides of young people during the 

eight-week period the community questionnaire was open. In this community, 

there were 17 people who started the community questionnaire with 14 

community questionnaires being completed with an adult population of 

approximately 250 people representing 7% of the people. The high number of 

suicides in these small communities is a tragic outcome of the challenges of 

living in a colonial relationship (Palmater, 2012). The impact of suicides on a 

small remote community is severe. 

Respondents represented a range of ages, from 18 to 69, with the majority 

40 years or younger. More than 43% had completed less than a high school 

diploma, about 19% had completed high school, and the remainder had some 

post-secondary education or qualifications. This formal education profile is 

representative of the on-reserve population, where many do not complete high 
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school for a variety of reasons. It should also be noted that the number of adults 

going back to complete their high school qualifications is increasing, largely due 

to the distance education programs on-reserve such as Wahsa and KIHS. 

Most of the community questionnaire respondents (62%) worked full-time 

or part-time in their community and most (79%) rarely or never travel outside 

their community. Among the common regular activities indicated were taking care 

of children, sharing skills and teaching others, cooking wild meat or local food 

and hunting, trapping and fishing. 

How are they using ICT for learning and education? 
 

I need my cable line hooked up in order to get internet because I am doing 

online courses. I have to go next door where they do have the internet 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

To answer the research question, what online learning and education 

opportunities are the people living in these five remote KO First Nations using, 

we are including some of the comments provided to a number of the community 

questionnaire questions. Completing the questionnaire provided community 

members with the opportunity to provide information about their use of these 

tools and to share their thoughts about what they would like to see and the 

problems they are experiencing. They provided both positive and negative 

feedback on the existing learning and educational opportunities along with 

constructive recommendations about what is needed to support ICT in their 
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community. Multiple references to KIHS intersperse the comments since most 

people are familiar with this 14-year old, online learning opportunity in their 

community. 

The internet has become a valuable resource for learning something new. 

When asked what they do when they want to learn something new, most 

respondents (83%) indicated that they use social media sites (MyKnet, 

Facebook, etc) for this every day. Often (daily or weekly) they search the web 

(84%) to learn something new, while others go online to ask a friend (66%). Daily 

or weekly they watch a video to learn how to make something or complete a task 

(45%). Every day, respondents share information using social media with 

someone living in same community (61%), with other Facebook users (61%), 

another KO First Nation (41%), another community in northwestern Ontario 

(38%), living elsewhere in Canada (34%), with other MyKnet.org users (21%), 

and another country (17%). 

Community questionnaire responses highlight that the respondents are 

using online tools extensively for informal learning and sharing information. About 

half (51%) said they share skills or teach others online often (daily or weekly) 

while only 8% indicated they never undertake this activity. Telling or writing 

stories online is often done by 24% of the group with 19% never doing this 

activity. 18% of the respondents often share their art or music online, and 48% 

listen to music or look at art online created by Aboriginal people. Daily or weekly 

activities included sharing news and stories on social media (57%), reading 

stories about First Nations (51%), searching for information about First Nations 
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and Aboriginal people online or posting announcements about different events 

(42%). 

Videoconferencing is recognized as a valuable tool for the people in the 

communities. One respondent shared “for those parents who cannot travel to see 

their child who is in high school [in a city], there should be video open to the 

parents ... to get a chance to catch up on their child progress and if he/she is 

having problems out there. Not to lose that closeness between a parent and a 

child.” At the same time, several community members recognized the need for 

more support to use videoconferencing effectively. One wrote, “Training should 

be taught to full-time employees how to use video conferencing.” The responses 

also highlighted that some online training opportunities are not well known in the 

communities. For example, one person suggested, “Ongoing training for health 

staff should be offered through video conferencing.” In fact, KO offers a 

comprehensive program of ongoing training for health staff via 

videoconferencing. This finding points to the need for more effective promotion of 

these opportunities to community members. 

The Keewaytinook Internet High School (KIHS) is the most visible, long 

lasting, and obvious online education opportunity in the five KO communities and 

it is clear from the community questionnaire that it has a key impact in the 

communities. Many of the comments referenced KIHS as a delivery model for 

expanding learning and education opportunities. Only 2% of respondents did not 

know about KIHS and 16% use the service daily. Most respondents (80%) 

indicated that a member of their family is or has been a KIHS student. More than 
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half (58%) believe that KIHS students receive an excellent education (37% did 

not know), and 69% will recommend KIHS to someone else in the next year. 

Sixty-eight percent believe KIHS should be expanded, with only 1% believing it 

should not.  

As discussed, other formal education environments in the KO First Nations 

that make extensive use of ICT include the Wahsa Distance Education Centre 

and the local school. These facilities and their use of ICT are included in the 

community questionnaire by the questions concerning where the people are 

working and how they are using these tools. Additional information is provided in 

the following section containing qualitative feedback from the community 

questionnaire concerning their learning and education experiences. 

What have been their experiences with these online learning and education 
opportunities and their perspectives on ICT in their communities? 

 

I would like to see more trained employees at public works, police, airport 

security and internet. I would like also like to see a coffee shop or 

restaurant. A hotel or lodge would also benefit the community. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Respondents made supportive comments about KIHS and its online high 

school program in different sections of the community questionnaire. Many of the 

respondents are familiar with this online education program because it is 

available in each of the First Nations. For example: 
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I like the KIHS, as my daughter is attending the local KIHS. She 

is still too young for us to let her go out to high school by herself. 

I also like the internet service - it is an easy way to communicate 

with family in other communities. 

Along with the positive, critical comments emerged regarding some of the 

challenges in trying to operate these types of online services. One community 

member writes, “KIHS teachers need more support in our community. They 

arrive highly motivated and become discouraged because they are entirely 

independent in running their programs.” Another community member wrote “No 

more advanced technology, it is scary!”  

But there is always the need for improvements as several people wrote 

about the need for better, faster internet, improved technical support services 

along with regular training for staff. A community member’s final comment on the 

community questionnaire highlights the ongoing need for more information: 

Faster internet … Trained / Educated Workers … If there are 

any new technology products / services the community should 

get workshops / presentations / information sessions on the 

product or service from knowledgeable workers. Not everyone 

is familiar with all the services maybe an open house to present 

what we have so far (advertised so we all know) 

Comments about other learning, training, and education opportunities 

highlight the range of development possibilities that local ICT supports. Several 
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people wrote about the need for post-secondary programs with comments such 

as “… Access to online college/training programs/courses like KIHS to go with 

the new school coming up. We do not have the luxury of being able to walk out 

the door and have access to these services.” These comments indicate a need 

for more information and support so community members know about available 

online post-secondary opportunities and what resources are required to access 

them. 

The community questionnaire successfully encouraged creative individuals 

to share their visions for their communities as the following comment 

demonstrates: 

I would like to see a job that would take kids and other age people to 

go out into a camp. I would like to have a centre or some building of 

some sort that would hold educational equipment like flight simulators, 

small shops for carpentry and mechanics, something for them that 

they can learn and use as a tool to become a role model for others. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Others wrote about the need for equitable services and the opportunities it 

would bring for future developments. “I would like true high-speed internet 

that allows proper downloading/uploading and streaming videos. Access to 

this speed would allow learning of new things in many new ways.” 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

All technology should always be up to date and [need to upgrade ICT] to 

supply the communities with access to all modern technology 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The people working, learning, sharing, and surviving in these remote 

communities are living very close to the land. The theme of doing activities on the 

land, including harvesting, hunting, trapping, fishing, canoeing, and camping, was 

common with most people completing the community questionnaire. For the 

people living and surviving in the KO First Nations, “decolonization is not a 

metaphor” – it is their way of life and they are working hard to assist their children 

and future generations to continue their traditions, language, and culture 

(Battiste, 2013; Tuck & Yang, 2012). The responses demonstrate how ICT offers 

people the ability to stay in their communities and learn what they need to live 

sustainable lives in these challenging environments. Access to and protection of 

traditional lands, languages, and local lifestyles is an ongoing challenge as 

colonial governments continue to impose capitalist policies supporting the 

transfer of their lands and resources to corporate interests in far removed urban 

centres (Alfred, 2009; Corntassel, 2012; Coulthard, 2007; Grande, 2004). 

When responding to the online community questionnaire, the people living 

in these remote communities continually supported and wrote about their 

involvement with learning, education, and other activities that demonstrate their 

strong relationship with the land and all its resources. Their historical and 
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contemporary commitment to learning about and working in these challenging 

environments supports the decolonialization work being undertaken by everyone 

in the communities.  

The critical theoretical analysis of this study challenges established 

thinking about the requirements for education, training and learning opportunities 

in remote communities and especially remote First Nations. The study provides 

evidence of First Nations using ICT to support ownership and control of their own 

learning, training educational opportunities and the development of innovative 

solutions addressing local needs and priorities. KIHS is an excellent example of a 

locally facilitated First Nation secondary school delivering courses and support 

services resulting in high school graduates celebrating their graduation in their 

own home community, surrounded by family, friends, and community members. 

Using this critical theory lens, our study strongly suggests that the people 

living in the KO First Nations are busy doing the work required to ensure their 

learning and training opportunities as well as their education system are 

decolonized. Land-based activities, language programs and learning from the 

elders and traditional people have always existed in these communities. Now the 

adults and everyone in these communities, including children, young people, 

parents and families, have choices to continue to live land-based lifestyles using 

ICT and locally-owned and managed infrastructure that supports initiatives that 

the people require. 
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Challenging contemporary regimes of truths and hegemony is now 

possible as remote and rural First Nations access ICT to create and distribute 

their own stories and experiences in various online media. The challenge will 

always be finding the listeners and learners who are willing to consider other 

truths and ways of seeing our relationship to the land and all life forms. Land 

claims, Aboriginal and treaty rights, reconciliation, resurgence, responsibilities, 

relationships - all require immediate corrective measures by governments and 

settlers (Battiste, 2013; Corntassel, 2012; Tuck & Yang, 2012; Palmater, 2011). 

Current educational hegemonies need to change to reflect a balanced 

understanding including both Indigenous people and settlers as everyone begins 

to learn and share past and contemporary experiences and understandings. 

Incorporating First Nation history as detailed by First Nation regimes of truths will 

help shape a more cooperative, inclusive, and collaborative learning and sharing 

environment for all Canadians. The use of ICT to support learning, skills training 

and education in remote First Nations as highlighted in this study is one of the 

many steps that are required for decolonization to occur across Canada. 

Celebrating the successes and acknowledging the people taking place in these 

challenging environments helps community members continue their important 

work. 
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Chapter three:  Valuing the social economy and information and 

communication technologies (ICT) in small 

remote First Nations 

This paper was presented as: 

Beaton, B., Seibel, F. & Thomas, L. (2014). Valuing the social economy and 

information and communication technologies (ICT) in small remote First 

Nations. Association of Social Economy and Non-Profit Research, Brock 

University, St. Catherines, Ontario, May. 

Abstract:  

Remote First Nations (Indigenous communities) in Canada are 

challenging contemporary colonialism with their effective use of information and 

communication technologies (ICT) supporting their local social economy. Out of 

necessity caused by scarce resources, the social economy in First Nations uses 

innovative ICT solutions to support required services, economic opportunities, 

and sustainable communities. The analysis of a 2014 online community 

questionnaire provides insights into the nature of the social economy in these 

unique remote communities and how their use of ICT is evolving as their local 

economy matures. A critical examination of community social enterprises and 

entrepreneurs supports the resurgence of a healthy Indigenous economy in 

small, remote communities in Canada’s far north. Emerging from 500 years of 

oppressive and racist colonial regimes, policies, and attitudes, First Nations 

remain resilient. They are determined to live their lives with dignity, respect, 
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strength, and determination in their traditional territories. Following the teachings 

and wisdom found in thousands of years of a rich and vibrant history merged with 

and supplemented by modern communication tools, First Nations are sharing 

and protecting all their relationships with their natural environment and others. 

Introduction 

 I bake/cook and sell things within the community for my own money. 

When I don’t have money because I don’t have a job, I use the internet to 

go on Facebook to sell the stuff I make. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Indigenous communities in Canada are called First Nations because they 

are the original nations. Their rich history and vibrant economy have existed for 

thousands of years, long before the European settlers arrived and began their 

colonization efforts just a short 500 years ago. Today, remote First Nations are 

doing the decolonizing work required to maintain vibrant, contemporary, resilient 

environments for young people and their families. This paper demonstrates how 

their local social enterprises are developed and supported by the public and 

private sectors effectively using information and communication technologies 

(ICT). We discuss how traditional values of collaboration and cooperation guide 

their co-existence in communities, on the land, and with all their relations. These 

values are strong, actively being practiced and supported daily by community 

leadership, elders, and social entrepreneurs.  
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Indigenous people, living and working in their traditional territories in 

Canada’s far north, are using ICT in innovative ways to support their local social 

economies. Previous work by the First Nations Innovation (FNI) research 

initiative discussed how many of the First Nations located in remote and rural 

regions of the country are creating and operating local enterprises and services 

using ICT to support local social institutions and economies (Kakekaspan, 

O'Donnell, Beaton, Walmark & Gibson, 2014; Whiteduck, Tenasco, O’Donnell, 

Whiteduck, Lockhart, 2014). The current participatory action research describes 

the local social economies in small remote First Nations and how ICT is 

supporting their development. 

First Nations are doing the decolonizing work of building their local social 

economy within Canada’s culture and society of confrontation and colonial 

practices. The 2014 report from the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the 

Rights of Indigenous Peoples, James Anaya (2014), highlights the challenges 

facing First Nations and Canada. Building healthy First Nations requires the 

same mutual respect and collaborative efforts that existed in the first 200 years of 

contact with European settlers. Correcting the damage created after the latest 

200 years of colonial governance - resulting in the poverty and isolation of First 

Nations within Canadian society - is an ongoing struggle (Palmater, 2011; RCAP, 

1996).  

The five remote First Nations in northwestern Ontario collaborating in this 

study are members of the Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) tribal council. KO 

acts as an intermediary organization, providing second-level support services in 
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key areas such as education, health, public works and administration (McMahon, 

Gurstein, Beaton, O’Donnell & Whiteduck, forthcoming). KO and the KO First 

Nations employ an e-community development model for their ICT infrastructure 

(Beaton, 2013; Beaton & Campbell, 2014). Social enterprises are at the core of 

the e-community development model. These ICT-enabled social enterprises 

create much needed new and expanded local employment; new learning, training 

and education initiatives; access to resources and services, communication and 

marketing venues; and many other opportunities for local enterprise and personal 

development (Beaton & Carpenter, 2014). 

This paper is based on data about ICT use and local social enterprise 

activities from an online community questionnaire conducted in early 2014 with 

community members of the KO First Nations accompanied with an analysis of 

records of a KO project to support social enterprises and entrepreneurs in remote 

First Nations, a presentation by an entrepreneur in one of the KO First Nations. 

Our study is a collaborative work between university-based and community-

based researchers. The analysis explores the local social enterprise 

development work as well as the resources and opportunities supporting the 

social economy in these remote First Nations. The analysis also highlights the 

resources required to support the ongoing operation of the social enterprises and 

e-community strategies.  

The Social Economy and Community Services in Remote First Nations 

 We need experienced people with good solid education experience 

background to run our schools. The schools are suffering because of lack 
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of knowledge in provincial school system and no real classroom 

experience is there to back up the education authority. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Quarter, Mook and Armstrong (2009) define the social economy as: 

… an umbrella concept for the many types of organizations created to 

meet a social need but also involving economic aspects such as the 

payment of wages and benefits to employees, the purchase of supplies, 

and in some cases, the exchange of services in the market. (2009).  

As suggested above, the social economy in some cases includes the 

exchange of services describing many of the education, health and other 

programs found in remote First Nations. The social economy built around these 

services is integral to small resilient communities. In the small remote First 

Nations, community members work with not-for-profit or community organizations 

that operate as local social enterprises or cooperatives established to deliver 

services and products. The First Nation social economy delivers services 

addressing local social and economic needs and priorities. 

Michael Lewis and Pat Conaty (2012) provide several alternative values 

and operational models closely linked to social enterprises and cooperatives that 

counter contemporary capitalism and consumerism. These alternative models 

are rooted in First Nation traditional economic and community activities, as 

demonstrated by Simpson, Storm, Sullivan, Boreal Forest Network, & Canadian 

Centre for Policy Alternatives (2005). Research by John Loxley (2010) in First 
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Nations in northern Manitoba highlights how local resources are used as much 

as possible to satisfy the needs and demands of the local population. The use of 

these local resources supports the economies of these communities; in this 

sense they are essential to the social economy in First Nations.  

Creating essential services and opportunities within these remote 

communities requires a different approach that is often beyond the possibilities 

for private and public sector providers from larger urban environments. Within 

capitalism, if it would be profitable to be doing business in small remote First 

Nations, then the private sector would be there making their profits. The reality in 

these small remote environments is that profits are small or non-existent; poverty 

is widespread and survival requires a cooperative and collaborative community 

approach to the successful operation of local enterprises. In this context, 

community services are delivered by local social enterprises and social 

entrepreneurs.  

In non-Indigenous communities, governments raise taxes from citizens 

and businesses that are then used to fund public services. First Nations do not 

tax their citizens. Historical and modern treaties or other agreements to share 

some lands and resources support a government to government relationship 

between the colonial state and each First Nation. In this legal treaty / contractual 

arrangement, in exchange for sharing lands and resources, the Canadian 

provincial and federal governments provide funding to the First Nations to deliver 

local services. Education, health, infrastructure, housing, policing, water, 

electrical systems, telecommunication networks, lands and resources are just a 
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few examples of the services at the core of the social economy in each remote 

First Nation. Local social enterprises are created by the First Nations as the 

means to operate these services. 

However, as outlined by the recent United Nations report (Anaya, 2014), 

the Canadian government is not living up to its treaty obligations. The colonial 

state continues to under-fund these services making it difficult to deliver equitable 

services (Alfred, 2009; Assembly of First Nations, 2010; O'Donnell, Johnson, 

Kakepetum-Schultz, Burton, Whiteduck, Mason, Beaton, McMahon & Gibson, 

2013; Palmater, 2011). Supporting qualified staff in small, remote First Nations is 

an ongoing challenge for local government and social enterprises. 

The use of ICT is assisting to address some of these challenges for local 

service delivery. As noted by Gurstein, Beaton & Sherlock (2009): 

Service provision in Indigenous communities particularly for those in rural 

and remote locations has suffered from a range of financial difficulties 

and inappropriate design penalizing residents …. ICT and particularly 

broadband internet can overcome the challenges of remoteness and 

ensure equity of service access; an appropriate level of service quality; 

effectiveness and efficiency in service delivery; opportunities for 

participation in service design, delivery and implementation; as well as 

providing opportunities for communities to more directly benefit from 

service provision through local employment. 
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ICT supports the ownership and control of local social enterprises, 

providing local employment and financial resources from external sources to 

sustain the operation of these services. Investments in ICT support local schools, 

health centres, governance, research, lands and resources, policing, public 

works for transportation including the airport, roads, winter roads, electrical 

systems, water, wastewater, cable networks for TV, telephone and internet, and 

towers for radio and cellular services and other local economic and social 

enterprises (Beaton & Campbell, 2014; Carpenter, 2010; Gurstein, Beaton & 

Sherlock, 2009; McMahon, O’Donnell, Smith, Simmonds & Walmark, 2010; 

O'Donnell, Perley, Walmark, Burton, Beaton & Sark, 2009). 

The Remote KO First Nations  

Get better ways to upload money on the cellular phones .... using credit 

cards or debit cards rather than have to find the person selling these cards 

and then finding out there's none. We are so far away and we can't just go 

and buy one in Sioux any time we feel like it. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Everyone working with the five KO First Nations discussed in this paper 

appreciates their unique environments. The communities have small populations: 

Deer Lake First Nation, the largest, has about 1,000 permanent residents and the 

other four communities - Fort Severn, Keewaywin, Poplar Hill and North Spirit 

Lake - have between 400 and 550 living in the communities. The language and 

culture is Ojibway (Poplar Hill), Oji-Cree (Deer Lake, Keewaywin, North Spirit 
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Lake) and Cree (Fort Severn). First Nations have the fastest growing population 

of all demographic groups in Canada and the KO communities are part of this 

trend; almost half the population in each of the communities is under the age of 

24 (Statistics Canada, 2010). 

The communities are remote; there are no permanent roads in this part of 

northwestern Ontario, an area about the size of France. Visiting one of these 

communities requires getting on a plane. Daily flights operated by a First Nation 

owned airline (Wasaya Airways) connect the communities with the nearest 

regional centres, Sioux Lookout or Red Lake, towns each having about 5,000 

people. The nearest big cities are Thunder Bay, Ontario (population 110,000), a 

four hour drive east of Sioux Lookout, and Winnipeg, Manitoba (population 

630,000), a five hour drive west. Before airports were built in the 1970s and 

commercial flights to the communities began, float planes were using the 

waterways as runways; float planes continue to be used today for charter flights. 

All flights are expensive and most community members cannot afford to use 

them on a regular basis. The longest season is winter - snow usually sets in in 

November and can stay until early May. Winter ice roads across the lakes and 

through the rugged Canadian Shield now reach each of the communities for a 

short period during each winter, allowing fuel and materials to be hauled in by 

truck.  

Fort Severn First Nation is Ontario’s northern-most community, the site of 

the first fur trading post in Ontario established over 400 years ago on the Hudson 

Bay coast. All the KO First Nations are located along majestic river systems that 
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connect the communities by water. The land is rich in wildlife, minerals and trees 

with the rivers and lakes providing abundant fish that is harvested throughout the 

year. The people share their traditional land and resources with forestry and 

mining corporations as well as tourists and the lodge owners under treaty 

agreements with the federal government. The oral teachings provide a history of 

the people and their relationship to this beautiful part of Canada that places them 

here since time immemorial. 

Living and surviving in the small remote communities in northwestern 

Ontario requires special skills and knowledge. Doing the work necessary to carve 

out an existence in this challenging environment demands an intense 

understanding of and relationship to the land and the natural resources everyone 

depends upon for their survival. Being connected to the land is a natural and 

critical component understood by those who choose to live in these communities 

(Alfred & Corntassel, 2005; Battiste, 2013; Beaton & Campbell, 2014; Corntassel, 

2012; Kakekaspan, et al., 2014). ICT are a relatively recent communication tool 

used by the people to communicate with each other, support their land-based 

lifestyle and social enterprises, and share their stories and experiences with 

others (Beaton & Campbell, 2014; Gibson, et al., 2012; Kakekaspan et al., 2014; 

Molyneaux, O’Donnell, Kakekaspan, Walmark, Budka, & Gibson, 2014). 

The Development of the ICT Infrastructure in the KO First Nations 

I mostly use the internet for work and work-related email also I use KNET 

mobile cell phone for only important phone calls. 
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KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The KO e-community model is holistic (Whiteduck, 2010). In this model, 

broadband and ICT is a cross-sectorial network supporting the many essential 

community services and activities that make up the social economy 

(Kakekaspan, et al., 2014; Whiteduck, et al., 2014). The e-community is an 

appropriate social and business operational model in these small, remote 

communities that addresses local practices and realities. 

The regional broadband network connecting these communities to high 

speed internet services is called the Kuhkenah Network (KNET) – an Oji-Cree 

word for everybody or everyone. The KO First Nation organization owns and 

manages KNET. In 2014, there are over 80 First Nations across Ontario 

partnering with KNET to deliver their local internet connections throughout their 

communities. The First Nations work with KNET to establish and sustain their 

local point-of-presence (POP) to the regional network and its partner service 

providers. Each of the KO First Nations distributes their internet service to the 

homes and organizations over their locally owned and operated coaxial cable 

network. Other First Nations distribute their internet bandwidth using a wireless 

network. Regional and local fibre optic networks are now being installed to further 

improve these services. Local technicians are employed by the First Nations and 

receive training and support from the KNET team (Carpenter, 2010).  

The history of KNET has been described in previous publications 

(Carpenter, 2010; Fiser & Clement, 2009). In 1999, each of the five KO First 
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Nations with year round residents made a $1 million commitment to build and 

operate their own broadband network. Two of these First Nations were still 

without basic telephone service in their community in 1999. By 1998 these two 

communities raised several million dollars for Bell Canada to install and turn on 

telephones to their houses in the year 2000. The $5 million commitment by the 

KO First Nations resulted in their successful application in a national competition 

to be Industry Canada’s Aboriginal Smart Community Demonstration project. 

Industry Canada, a federal government department, led this one-time funding 

program that provided almost $5 million to build infrastructure and capacity in the 

KO communities. The Keewaytinook Okimakanak Smart First Nations 

Demonstration project began in April 2001 and ended in March 2005. An 

important result of this commitment by the KO First Nations was the raising of 

millions of dollars in investments for local and regional telecommunication 

infrastructure in all the First Nations in northern Ontario and across Canada 

(Carpenter, 2010). Several innovative community-owned applications were 

developed and sustained during this period. 

KO-KNET builds its broadband infrastructure in partnership with the First 

Nations and strategic partners. From 1999 to 2001, it led upgrades to digital 

radio, satellite and data services. It also supported the development of a wide-

area computer network to connect Band office programs, health services and 

education services in each KO member community. Construction of First Nation 

cable plants connecting local buildings began in 2001 in the five KO member 
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First Nations. There are now 24 First Nation-owned cable networks in 

northwestern Ontario working with KO-KNET.  

In 2005, KO-KNET and two Indigenous partners in Quebec and Manitoba 

launched the Northern Indigenous Community Satellite Network (NICSN). This 

project has demonstrated that with the proper funding supports, a regional 

satellite network can be owned, managed, operated and maintained as a non-

profit cooperative (McMahon, 2013). In 2007, the NICSN group secured satellite 

bandwidth until 2019, with support from the federal government (Infrastructure 

Canada and Industry Canada) and in-kind contributions from their satellite 

provider, Telesat Canada (McMahon, Whiteduck & Beaton, 2013). Fort Severn 

First Nation remains on the NICSN satellite network and the other four KO First 

Nations have recently been switched to a fibre broadband network developed in 

collaboration with the KO organization. 

Social Enterprises, Community Services and ICT in the KO First Nations 

What I like about these services is they’re vital to our community. They 

have made a significant change in servicing our community members in 

certain areas like health services, cell service and among other programs 

that are being provided by KO. I highly recommend KO for their work and 

research that their doing and that they continue to do so. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The KO organization is recognized as a leader in developing and 

sustaining First Nation-owned services using ICT. The resulting online services 
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created new local enterprises with new employment and service opportunities in 

their communities and across the region. The core social enterprises operating in 

each of the KO communities are: KNET (the community-owned broadband 

network described in the previous section) the Keewaytinook Internet High 

School (KIHS), Keewaytinook Okimakanak eHealth / Telemedicine (KOTM), the 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak Research Institute (KORI) and Keewaytinook Mobile 

(KMobile) (O’Donnell, et al., 2011) 

KIHS highlights the effective use of ICT supporting e-learning in these 

remote First Nations (Potter, 2010). A community-owned high school classroom 

in each First Nation is networked with similar classrooms managed by a qualified 

high school teacher. KIHS provides community families with the choice of where 

their children can obtain their high school diploma. Before KIHS, the only choice 

for a high school education was to leave their homes and travel to a large urban 

centre. KIHS introduced a new facility (the classroom), a high school teacher, 

local classroom assistant, an ICT-enabled learning environment, operations and 

maintenance, and new locally-controlled learning experiences and opportunities 

in each First Nation.  

KOTM is another important KO First Nation social enterprise using ICT-

enabled tools and the additional support for the local health clinic and services. 

Introducing telemedicine and e-health services in the remote First Nations 

created many positive economic and social benefits across the region. Delivering 

innovative health services using ICT is generating several local new employment 

opportunities including the Community Telemedicine Coordinator and home and 
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community care workers, as well as supporting existing health care providers in 

each of the First Nations. Being networked directly into the provincial health care 

system also comes with its benefits for patients who have to travel to access 

hospital and other health care services (Carpenter, 2010; O’Donnell, Johnson, 

Kakepetum-Schultz, Burton, Whiteduck, Mason, Beaton, McMahon & Gibson, 

2013; Williams, 2010).  

KORI celebrated 10 years of operation in 2014. KORI is operating in a 

KO-owned building in the city of Thunder Bay. Programs, projects, contracts, 

shared operating expenses, and committed staff ensures funds are available on 

a year-to-year basis to sustain this important service. Identifying, training, 

contracting First Nation community researchers is an important KORI objective. 

All research in KO First Nations is coordinated by KORI staff who ensure the 

research and the products are owned and controlled by the KO First Nations. 

Articles, reports, findings, and presentations about the research are shared with 

First Nation community members and the leadership to ensure it properly 

addresses local needs and priorities. The community leaders are now lead 

authors in several published articles. Other community leaders are presenting the 

information and articles at national and international conferences. The 

information and publications’ ownership and control remain with the First Nations.  

Community-owned mobile telecommunication services became a 

possibility across the region in 2007 with a small demonstration project involving 

two small First Nations working in partnership with KO. Private, public and not-

for-profit partnerships and investments resulted in 20 First Nations developing 
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their locally managed and supported cellular phone service by 2012. KMobile, as 

the regional enterprise is called, is a full cellular telecommunication service 

generating local and regional revenue for its operation and maintenance 

(O’Donnell, Kakekaspan, Beaton, Walmark, Mason & Mak, 2011). As a social 

enterprise, KMobile is providing a means for First Nations to own and access 

some of the financial benefits formerly only available only to the larger 

telecommunication corporations. This community-owned cellular network 

incorporates a billing system that allows K-Mobile customers to manage their 

own services and cell plans (O’Donnell, et al., 2011). Roaming agreements with 

other regional mobile providers makes it possible for KMobile users to travel and 

use their phones in other locations. Local towers and facilities are now making it 

possible for additional services to be developed in the communities. 

In addition to KNET, KIHS, KOTM and KORI, many other core services in 

the KO First Nations use ICT to sustain the local social economy. Local public 

works operations include the development and maintenance of roads, electrical, 

water and waste water, airport, housing, public facilities, and heavy equipment. 

The operation and maintenance of these services are now using the network, 

mapping and inventory services, remote monitoring systems and other ICT tools 

to sustain and support their delivery. First Nation administration including 

governance responsibilities continues to be a major source of employment in 

these communities. The use of ICT supports the reporting and fund raising 

requirements within the administrative offices (Kakekaspan et al., 2014). Other 

operations such as the local cable system, radio and television, mobile phone 
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service, videoconferencing, and public access sites or e-centres also use ICT. 

Streamlining these operations to adequately support their smooth operation 

within these environments is often a challenge but everyone understands and 

appreciates the reality of introducing new services in a relatively short period of 

time. Innovative uses of ICT are addressing many of these challenges. 

The themes introduced earlier – innovation, skills development, a unique 

social economy, resilience, effective use of ICT, sharing of available resources, 

cooperation and collaboration - are all highlighted in the following two case 

studies of the social economy working in remote First Nations. The first case 

study examines several components of a program developed to introduce, 

support and develop locally led social enterprises in the remote First Nations. 

The second case study highlights how a local entrepreneur in Fort Severn is 

using digital technologies to support his business, his family and his community.  

Case Study 1: Owner-operator training initiative supporting the social 
economy 
 

By analyzing documents from KO’s project, the Owner-Operator Training 

Initiative, we developed a case study of how social enterprises are supported in 

the KO First Nations (KORI, 2011). Building on existing KO services in their 

member First Nations became a strategic component for the training project. In 

January 2011 KO responded to a call for proposals from the Ontario 

government’s Northern Training Partnership Fund to develop and deliver skills 

training to support small business development in the northern region of the 

province. KO proposed an online training project employing local youth in each 
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KO First Nation and providing accredited skills training delivered by the 

Keewaytinook Internet High School (KIHS) emphasizing social enterprise 

development and operation. The proposal was successfully funded and the 

Owner-Operator Training Initiative began in April 2011 and ran until March 2013.  

An important component of the two-year training project was raising local 

awareness that existing indigenous entrepreneurship and enterprises support the 

economic and social well-being of the First Nations. The project recognized that 

using local traditional skills and land-based activities to feed their families and 

community are successful, essential, and meaningful employment. Recognizing 

local traditional activities as employment challenges commonly accepted 

definitions of employment and business. In cities, hunting and fishing is 

considered a recreational activity whereas in rural and remote regions it is an 

essential activity for people who use the food to feed their families and 

supplement household income.  

Youth worked with their KIHS teachers, their project leaders, local elders 

and mentors and other project participants, using the local broadband network 

connections provided by KNET to research and access resources supporting 

their business planning and operation. By taking advantage of existing social 

enterprises including KIHS, their KNET internet connections, and practicing 

traditional skills, the youth learned to appreciate and develop their personal skills 

and awareness about local opportunities. Recognizing, developing, and 

supporting local social enterprises and traditional work including hunting, 

beading, sewing, trapping, and fishing supports the economic and social well-
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being of the families and community. These activities and enterprises are often 

delivered using the local language and teachings. They ensure the First Nations 

continue to be places of choice for raising families and continuing the practices of 

the people who survived for thousands of years in this region. 

Several regional business support organizations provide business 

mentorship and grants to youth entrepreneurs across Northern Ontario. The 

financial support still requires a bank account and social insurance number to be 

an eligible participant. As a result, many First Nation youth are unable to access 

available resources and existing regional networks. One project result is some of 

the organizations changed their criteria to accommodate the needs of these 

youth by offering virtual business mentorship by video conference, engaging 

youth through social media, and adjusting their grant requirements to include 

youth without a bank account. Youth are now self-identifying as social 

entrepreneurs and are seeking resources and support from their peers and these 

support organizations.  

Another outcome of the Owner-Operator project was the celebration of a 

KO community elder as a local entrepreneur. The Thunder Bay non-profit 

organization - PARO Centre for Women's Enterprise - gave the 2011 Enterprising 

Women Award for Aboriginal Entrepreneur of the Year to Fort Severn First 

Nation elder Adelaide Koostachin. KO nominated Adelaide a local entrepreneur 

who feeds her family using the resources available in her local environment. She 

heats her house with wood, and she teaches the youth the traditional skills that 

she learned from her ancestors. She is paid to guide, teach, and work on the 
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land.  After she learned about the award, Adelaide refused to travel to the city to 

accept her reward and instead sent a video to the awards gala that showed her 

cutting up a caribou to help everyone understand her work and love of the land. 

Case study 2: Small local businesses supplementing the social economy 
	

As illustrated in the first case study, small remote First Nations have a 

unique type of social economy in which local traditional land-based activities are 

central. In addition, small local businesses also are an integral part of the social 

economy. There are few opportunities for full-time employment in these 

communities; local businesses, entrepreneurial activities, and traditional land-

based activities supplement other sources of household income that is spent 

locally. Local small enterprises such as sewing and crafts production, operated 

on a part-time basis, generate new community revenue. This “mixed economy” 

supports individuals, families, and the remote communities through boom-and-

bust economic times (Abele & Delic, 2014). 

Local stores, hair dressers, tourist outfitters and guides, small engine 

repair, bed and breakfast operations are examples of enterprises that exist in 

these communities. Often these businesses supplement their operations with 

traditional land-based activities including hunting, fishing, harvesting, and 

trapping. With the introduction of social media, people are now selling their 

services and products including baked goods, moccasins, bead work, crops, etc. 

on local Buy and Sell sites. Innovative uses of available communication tools are 

a trademark of everyone who lives and survives in these remote environments. 
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An example of a successful local entrepreneur is Fort Severn First Nation 

member, Lyle Thomas, a co-author of this paper. Lyle is employed by the Fort 

Severn band office as the community ICT technician. The funds to pay for his 

salary are generated by the community cable / Internet service provider 

business. He is active in the community, mentoring young technicians, and 

putting his creative talents into his work to help others. The local TV station does 

announcements for community events. Lyle uses his graphic design experience 

to publish professional announcements the community is proud to share. Lyle 

also operates his clothing business - Warchief Native Apparel - from his office in 

the community. He uses ICT extensively for his business. On their Facebook 

page, the business is described as “an underground Indigenous clothing line that 

promotes Native Culture with the elements of resistance and struggle.” On their 

Piczo.com mission statement website, the business’ original vision is further 

clarified  as “Warchief Native Apparel was created to give Native People young 

and old a true sense of pride and connection to their roots. Through original 

designs based on native culture we believe that we are helping to achieve this 

goal.”  

During a small business presentation delivered recently by 

videoconference, Lyle began by providing the audience in Sioux Lookout with an 

overview of how he operates the business from Fort Severn. The workshop 

coordinator began asking contemporary business-centric questions concerning 

hits on his web site and profit margins. When it was pointed out to the 

coordinator that colonial business practices might work well in large urban 
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centres but small Indigenous communities require a different approach, Lyle took 

control of the discussion and described in detail his international network of 

business partners who he works with to deliver his finished product to his 

customers. Other Indigenous workshop participants were impressed with Lyle’s 

experience and the information shared recognizing the challenges and work 

required to support a successful business from a small, remote First Nation. 

The KO Community Questionnaire 

For those parents who cannot travel to see their child who is in high 

school, there should be video, or polycom open to the parents. This gives 

them a chance to catch up on their child progress and if he/she is having 

problems out there. Not to lose that closeness between a parent and a 

child. Video should be open to them. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

In early 2014, we conducted a community questionnaire of KO First Nation 

community members. The community questionnaire is the most comprehensive 

ever undertaken with the members of these remote communities. Doing research 

in these remote parts of Canada is very challenging for both researchers and 

community members. Gratton and O'Donnell (2011) document the challenges 

involved in conducting research in these communities including the high cost of 

travel, significant time requirements, and challenges developing community 

partnerships. On the community side, it can be difficult to develop trust with 

researchers, given the long history of settler colonialism represented in part by 
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educational institutions and research. Language is another barrier within these 

English-as-a-second-language environments. Having worked with the 

communities for more than 20 years, we have a good relationship with many of 

the people and all the communities involved with this research project that helps 

to overcome some of these obstacles. 

The community questionnaire covered a range of issues, including 

feedback on the community social enterprises, use of local businesses and 

services, and use of ICT. The community questionnaire - delivered using an 

online tool - was a collaborative effort between the researchers and the 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) tribal council, KO staff, the KO First Nation 

community leadership and members. The online community questionnaire was 

launched at the start of February 2014 and remained open until the end of March 

2014 (eight weeks).  

The promotion targeted members of the five KO communities with year-

round permanent residents. According to the latest government records (AANDC, 

2014), approximately 1,450 eligible adults live in these five communities; of 

these, 209 started the community questionnaire and answered some of the 

questions. This represents an overall 14% response rate from the KO on-reserve 

adult population. Respondents represented a range of ages, from 18 to 69, with 

the majority 40 years or younger. More women (64%) than men (36%) were 

represented. More than 43% had completed less than a high school diploma, 

about 19% had completed high school, and the remainder had some post-

secondary education or qualifications. 
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The community questionnaire revealed that KO First Nation community 

members rarely leave their communities. For the question, how often do you 

travel to another community, 79% replied that they rarely or never travel to 

another community; most respondents who answered this question with little or 

no travel were women (86%). The high number of people who stay in their 

communities almost all the time underlined the importance of local social 

enterprises to the community. 

Community Feedback on their Social Enterprises 
 

KIHS is an option for students who cannot make it out of town for school 

due to homesickness, drinking, drugs and getting into trouble. It provides a 

safe environment for students to ensure that they pass their grade level. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

As previously presented, KO First Nations are supporting a number of 

local social enterprises in partnership with their KO regional organization. The 

online community questionnaire asked several questions that generated 

information and feedback about each of these: KNET, KIHS, KOTM, KORI and 

KMobile. These services and social enterprises were described earlier in this 

paper; each program operates and supports staff working in each local 

community. 

Many of the community members’ comments provide an endorsement of 

the social enterprises in their community, and include suggestions for future 
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developments and requirements. Their comments also point to an increase in 

understanding and appreciation for ICT and its role in supporting these 

enterprises. These comments are found throughout the paper and in the 

community questionnaire information to ensure community voices are included, 

recognized, respected, and valued. 

The community questionnaire revealed that most (82%) KO community 

members use the KO-KNET service often - daily or weekly. Most (87%) agreed 

that KNET is an important service in their community and that KNET should have 

more capacity and workers in their community (81%). More than half (62%) 

indicated they are willing to pay more for faster KNET internet service. In the 

comments about KNET, respondents made several recommendations including: 

“should have a computer tech for our community, to fix computers;” “Training 

should be taught to full time employees how to use video conferencing;” “It would 

be awesome to have more faster Internet, more Channels on the community TV 

channels and We only have one Cable guy and he rarely goes to work.” 

The statements and feedback concerning their Keewaytinook Internet 

High School (KIHS) provides useful information. Most people (79%) know about 

KIHS because a member of their family is or has been a KIHS student. Many 

people (58%) agreed that KIHS students receive an excellent education. And 

69% will likely recommend KIHS to someone in the coming year. Respondents 

left a number of important comments for everyone’s consideration including: 

“KIHS teachers need more support in our community. They arrive highly 

motivated and become discouraged because they are entirely independent in 
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running their programs;” “Students need to be provided with transportation! They 

don't like to walk on the cold, cold mornings;” (NOTE: If a student has access to a 

computer in their home, they are able to complete their work at home.)  

“Occasional motivation speakers, local and not local;” “Provide the KIHS 

classroom a larger space with better access to internet and needed resources.” 

The KOTM telemedicine service supporting a patient in a First Nation 

community to visit by videoconference or other ICT with a health professional in 

another community is considered a good alternative to visiting the health 

professional in person (72%). 60% indicated that telemedicine would be a useful 

service for them to use. There is a concern about the privacy of a telemedicine 

session for many people (53%). Overall people consider it to be an important 

service (69%) and 65% indicated that telemedicine services should be increased 

in their community. Many of the comments recognize the importance of 

telemedicine with statements such as: “Telemedicine is very good for elders that 

can't travel much;” “This is important service especially to those that do not like to 

fly.” Suggestions to improve the local service include: “Workers need to promote 

more in community what they do. Get out more, and talk to others about this;” 

“train more than one person to operate the equipment;” “Scared to use services 

due to confidentiality issues with constant change of workers.” 

Although KO Research Institute (KORI) provides research, training and 

development support for KO First Nation programs and services from their offices 

in Thunder Bay, 39% of the respondents indicated they did not know about their 

services (10% indicated they use their services regularly). 60% indicated that 
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KORI training workshops are needed in their community and 49% indicated that 

KORI provides an important service in their community. The comments about the 

KORI services provide some good suggestions for change including:  “Provide 

the reports to each customer of the services provided by KORI by email or even 

mail;” “They need a 8-12 week program for youth entrepreneurship focusing on 

e-commerce;” Advertise on facebook, if there is training in the next month or so, 

for people coming to the community, so people are aware of it in advance.” 

KO community members are actively using their community-owned cell 

phone network, KMobile, with 79% using it daily. 50% are KMobile customers 

and 58% indicate they plan to use the KMobile service in the next year. There is 

strong support for KMobile (78%) and its importance for the safety and security 

when being out on the land (68%). Many comments and recommendations were 

provided concerning KMobile service in the KO First Nations, including: “Better 

long range phone communication system because cell service is limited to 

around the community;” “Stronger distance in service for cell tower for all cell 

phones...like 50 MILES not 30 KMS;” “For a person that doesn't use KMobile I 

still recommend very strongly to keep it going because a lot of people depend on 

it in the communities.” 

When asked about the service provided by the different KO services, there 

is an overall level of satisfaction with the support that KO is providing in their 

member First Nations. To the question, “The last time I contacted KO I was 

satisfied with the services they provided”, 83% agreed with the statement. 95% of 

the people agreed with the statement, “KO staff should visit my community more 
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often to discuss services with community members”. For “KO staff respond 

quickly when I have a problem”, 77% agreed. Several comments left in different 

section of the community questionnaire did refer to the need for more information 

and communication between KO First Nations and the KO staff. This general 

feeling is reflected in the strong emphasis by many respondents requesting 

additional training and support services in their community. 

Community Use of Local Businesses 
 

A bigger push should be made to grow a local economy however small it 

is. Research all the feasible businesses that can be created/managed by 

members of the community and offer them for a monetary value for 

services rendered.  Keep in the money within the KO/local community. I'm 

currently trying to figure what business venture to pursue, although a 

corner store is very attractive. I want to escape the dependence on the 

band for employment and I'd at least be able to employ 2 community 

members. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The daily use of the different local businesses provides additional 

information about peoples’ engagement with the social economy. The most 

common activity is to go to the local or community store (39%), followed by the 

Northern store (37%), the school or other education location (32%), Band office 

(30%), Public Works (26%), Health Centre (24%), Airport (15% - people go to the 

airport to see who is coming in to the community and to get the latest news), 
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Recreation (14%) or Police or security office (6%). On a daily basis, they also 

buy or trade items online from outside the community (12%), buy or trade for 

traditional food (9%), buy or trade crafts, services and items from others (6%). 

When asked what changes to existing businesses or services are 

required, community members shared a number of recommendations including 

suggestions for other businesses or services that they would like to see in their 

community. Many of the comments addressed the challenge of supporting young 

people who are now staying in the community instead of leaving to attend school. 

Suggestions included: “a restaurant or place for teens to go to hang out;” “More 

recreational services would be nice. I'll have something else to do on my Friday 

nights;” “Arena/complex - promotes healthier lifestyles;” “Youth Centre;” “a 

recreation area for our youth. Also maybe a coffee shop where we can interact 

with other community members in a more positive and laidback manner;” 

“Younger people in the community to hunt for people who can't hunt for 

themselves.” 

Many suggestions also described the need for locally owned and operated 

stores. One community member recommended “A locally owned store would 

benefit the community and provide access to traditional food as well as an 

ordering location for large community events that can help with costs.” Others 

recognized the importance of local ownership to ensure the community benefits 

from the local revenue. This is demonstrated with statements such as having “a 

local grocery business to bring in revenue to the band” or “local grocery store etc 

... and kick the northern store out that money leaves our community” or “we need 
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a CO-OP store!” The local transportation methods are  also recognized by many 

people with suggestions for “mechanical services for ski-doos, atvs, and 

outboard motors” or “gas station”. 

Work and Regular Activities of KO Community Members 
 

We need someone to teach the youth and kids about how to survive in the 

bush, about hunting, trapping, the old way of life, and how to get medicine 

from the land, what kind of plants to use, so many plants are out there, 

and our legends and stories from the past are getting lost. We need to 

teach our future kids about our traditions and culture and mostly our 

language. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

Sixty-two percent of the respondents indicated they work full-time or part-

time in their KO community, including informal and unpaid work: 26% worked in 

education, 19% in a health-related position, 18% at the band office, 12% in the 

private sector, 10% were homemakers, 9% in land-based activities, 6% in public 

safety, and 32% indicated that none of these categories described their work. 

There were 37 people who selected “other” and specified their job position with 

titles including land use planning, Ontario Hydro, winter road checkpoint, energy 

advisor, seasonal construction and housing worker. 

When asked about doing different jobs and activities in their community on 

a daily basis, 76% of the respondents indicated they take care of children in their 

homes, 35% indicated they share skills and teach others, 24% do a sport or other 
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activity outside of their home. Every day, 34% cook wild meat / local food and 

14% are involved in hunting or fishing or trapping. Childcare services is a 

common need identified in the comments along with the need for training and 

education of traditional, land-based activities in the five First Nations. 

Other social and cultural activities they engage in on a regular (daily or 

weekly) basis include: singing / making music (29%), telling / writing stories 

(23%), sewing, beading, painting or carving (20%). Many of these results support 

earlier findings from previous community questionnaires concerning the use of 

social media (Budka, 2012; Molyneaux et al., 2014) and the 2011 ICT community 

questionnaire (Beaton et al., 2012). 

Overall Use of and Experiences with ICT 
 

For emergency situations [we need] cell phones that travel long distances 

when I'm out on hunting, fishing, and camping trips or working on winter 

road, touring people out on the land. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

The KO organization integrates the use of ICT and their KNET network 

services in all of its work with the First Nations. Clearly the community 

questionnaire respondents are frequent and active users of technology. Almost 

all respondents (92%) report daily use of a computer (laptop, desktop, or tablet). 

Internet use for various communication purposes is high. Respondents indicate 

daily use of their MyKnet or Facebook social media pages (81%). Daily or weekly 

they send an email (71%, including 51% daily), watch videos online (69%); use 
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online banking (67% - only 13% indicated that they never did online banking); 

share pictures with others (62%); update a website or homepage or blog they 

create (30%); or make video calls (27%).  

Most community members have internet-enabled devices in their own 

home, indicating that they are widely accessible in the KO First Nations. Every 

day, most people go online at home (89%), at a workplace (53%), at a friend or 

relative’s house (24%), or at the public access e-centre (6%). Many use their 

mobile device to go online daily (44%) through a WiFi connection in different 

places in their community. Almost half (43%) indicate they are now accessing the 

internet using their cell phones, again through a wifi connection, including 39% 

using a smartphone. 

Comfort level with information and communication technologies (ICT) is 

also high with almost all respondents indicating they are very comfortable or 

comfortable with a computer or laptop (94%); sending an email (91%); cell phone 

(88%); smart phone (79%); taking care of their web site (75%); 

videoconferencing and posting a video (68%). Respondents to the community 

questionnaire are online and using their computers so these results favour 

existing ICT users by being limited to online solicitation. Everyone in the 

community was invited to complete the community questionnaire with the 

assistance of the community researcher but very few people took this approach 

to completing the community questionnaire.  
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When asked what they need to use technology more effectively, the 

majority responded better/faster internet (83%). Other choices included a better 

computer (54%), a smartphone (51%), data on the cell network with better range 

(51%), training (47%), and bundled packages (44%). Only 26% of the 

respondents to this question indicated they needed someone to help them with 

the technology. Other examples of infrastructure requirements listed as a need 

include expanded community cable or wireless network to reach those outside 

the existing infrastructure and further cellular range to support those people out 

on the land who carry a cell phone for safety reasons.  

Conclusions and Next Steps 

I would really like to see or even start a wood cutting program where the 

wood is measured out properly, cut and chopped for the people who 

cannot do it for themselves. Also it would be nice if the wood cutters got 

some training on how to cut down trees properly and how to maintain their 

tools. 

KO community member (from online questionnaire) 

In this paper we have described the value of the social economy and 

social enterprises in remote First Nations and how ICT is supporting these efforts 

and activities. Our analysis and descriptions of the Owner-Operator training 

initiative and entrepreneurs in Fort Severn First Nation, and of the community 

questionnaire responses by members of all the KO First Nations, provides 

evidence of innovation with ICT to support the local social economy. The five 
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remote KO communities that collaborated on this research - Fort Severn, Deer 

Lake, Keewaywin, North Spirit Lake and Keewaywin - are examples of remote 

community resilience in the face of adversary. 

The challenges of contemporary colonialism include poverty and 

underfunding of core services in remote First Nations. The KO tribal council, in its 

capacity as a regional intermediary organization, has been strategic in its support 

for the development of social enterprises to overcome these challenges. 

Significantly, the KO Chiefs supported the development of their regional 

broadband IT network – KNET – resulting in core social enterprises being 

possible in these small, remote communities. 

The owner-operator project developed and implemented by KO, supported 

social enterprises and entrepreneurs in the remote KO communities. With the 

completion of the two year program in March 2013, KO started a new three year 

project, Bami’aawaso (Nurturing Seeds of Change - 

www.bamiseedsofchange.ca) that has ICT as a core delivery and support 

element. The training is delivered online using the KNET network and all project 

materials are in digital format and stored on First Nation-owned servers and ICT 

infrastructure. Bami’aawaso is a partnership with two additional regional 

organizations, Nishnawbe Aski Nation and PARO Centre for Women’s Enterprise 

and is funded by the Ontario Trillium Foundation (KORI, 2013). The project is 

operating from 2013 to 2016 with the goal to raise the awareness of social 

enterprises so that more youth are working for themselves to feed their families 

while making a positive change in their communities. The project supports an 
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accredited KIHS program where students learn how to create an effective social 

enterprise. The project will build a sustainable hub where youth can gather to 

share experiences and best practices with each other online. In addition to the 

high school course, youth can engage with the hub through video conference 

workshops, online gatherings, social media, and community visits. Economic 

Development Officers and youth mentors are engaged and are invited to 

participate in capacity building so that they can also push back on the western 

model of entrepreneurship and foster a culture of Bami’aawaso social 

entrepreneurship. First Nations are beginning to host their own craft fairs, 

catering cooperatives, beading circles, and Elder-youth teaching gatherings to 

practice and learn traditional skills, sell and barter their creations, coordinate 

supplies, and work together to develop the local social economy. Developing 

these enterprises and skills requires time and patience as almost 500 years of 

colonial practices are undone. The project recognizes that decolonizing work 

required must be led and supported locally so the communities are safe places 

for future generations. 

The information collected and presented from the online community 

questionnaire highlights the importance of local social enterprises and the 

effective use of ICT in the KO First Nations. Our analysis provides further 

evidence that social enterprises in these remote communities sustain 

employment opportunities and bring financial resources into the communities 

from both public and private sources. Developing, owning, managing and 

sustaining local infrastructure (roads, water, waste water, IT network, electrical 
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system, etc.), the school, the health centre, the administrative offices, and other 

services using these resources is creating new employment opportunities and 

businesses to better serve community members. Maintaining and developing the 

local network and ICT tools supports all these enterprises to deliver the products, 

the reports, the management, and the skills required to sustain their ongoing 

operation. Our paper highlights how local social entrepreneurs and enterprises 

are demonstrating innovative strategies for supporting strategic development of 

the local economy and the services required by the growing population. These 

themes are also highlighted by many of the people who participated in and 

contributed to the online community questionnaire.  

In addition to collecting research data, the online community questionnaire 

helped introduce community members to many of the services being provided by 

their regional organization, KO. The information obtained from the community 

members develops an understanding of many of the uses, needs, challenges, 

and opportunities about the use of ICT for learning, education, and skills training 

in these remote First Nation communities. The community questionnaire data 

identifies general trends that others can use in their own communities and in 

future research work. Reports summarizing the information are being prepared 

for face-to-face meetings and follow up interviews that will add to the results that 

are intended to support local and regional developments. 

Remote First Nations are challenging contemporary colonialism using 

innovative ICT strategies in local social enterprises. The collaborative research 

and paper identifies and shares the values being practiced and passed along to 
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future generations. The study provides the communities with the information 

required to celebrate their successes and support local development. It replaces 

the familiar capitalist perspective which is invariably a poor fit and does not 

address the pertinent issue for remote communities with a positive contemporary 

Indigenous view of local social enterprises and opportunities.  

A strong local economy provides choices for its citizens and young people 

about where and how they wish to access and share learning opportunities, 

establish social enterprises, businesses and services, raise their families, and 

secure meaningful employment. A healthy community provides its members with 

the opportunities to innovate and contribute to their environments for future 

generations. As more people choose to stay in their community, new support 

facilities including recreation and counseling services are required, creating 

additional employment opportunities and a stronger local economy. 

ICT help overcome many challenges of remoteness and offer so many 

possibilities - from connecting community members out on the land with 

emergency services, to linking, in real time, residents from numerous 

communities for regional learning, to offering mobile health applications to 

community members in their homes – along with many others. The KO First 

Nations are demanding to be included in decisions and policy making, 

challenging the marginalization of their communities and history, and rising 

above the oppression imposed by capitalism on their lands and people. 
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Chapter four: Settler colonialism and First Nations  

e-communities in northwestern Ontario 

This article is published as:  

Beaton, B., Campbell, P. (2014). Settler colonialism and First Nations e-

communities in Northwestern Ontario. Journal of Community Informatics, 

10 (2). 

Abstract:  

Across Canada First Nation community leaders are adopting the e-

community approach for their local broadband development. E-community is 

fueled by the desire of First Nations to own, control, and manage their local 

infrastructure and online services. The paper develops the concept of the 

importance of locally owned and managed telecommunication infrastructure 

supporting First Nation e-community and local resilience. The First Nations e-

community framework provides choices for local people to remain in their 

communities and contribute to the growth and positive development in these 

challenging environments. The First Nations' struggle against settler colonialism 

to access their lands and resources by the colonial governments and their 

corporate partners continues today. Strong, resilient First Nations are now in a 

position to influence and support outcomes that benefit themselves, the lands 

and others in a positive manner. 
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Introduction 

Remote and rural First Nation (Indigenous) communities are in a constant 

struggle to maintain their autonomy in a settler colonial political and economic 

structure attempting to force community members’ migration off their traditional 

lands to urban centres. This paper describes how First Nations in Northwestern 

Ontario are using social media along with locally owned and managed 

information and communication technologies (ICT) to support the creation of e-

Communities. The e-community refers to community members actively using 

digital networks and online tools and applications - everything from the internet, 

social media, videoconferencing, telehealth, distance education, cell phones and 

many other digital processes - to sustain and support the local economy, social 

services and the many communication processes required in every community 

(Whiteduck, G., et al. 2013, Whiteduck, J. 2010, Whiteduck, T., et al. 2012). We 

will argue that local ownership of the digital infrastructure and the online tools, 

social media and e-services that use it are important elements of First Nations’ 

resilience.  

We will reference critical theorists who write about colonization or, more 

appropriately, “settler colonialism” - a theory that describes the ongoing struggle 

in Canada between First Nations and the Canadian state characterized by racist 

efforts to remove the original people from their traditional territories. Before the 

organization was eliminated in 2013 by the Canadian government, the National 

Aboriginal Health Organization (NAHO) published a series of articles in 2009 

entitled “Communities in Crisis” providing a detailed examination of the 
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challenges First Nations people experience in Canada (see Garman and 

Kirmayer articles referenced below from this publication). In the introduction to 

the articles, Health Canada officials wrote: “There is an overwhelmingly 

consistent finding in the research that confirms colonization contributed 

significantly to the imbalance of social determinants of health in First Nation 

communities evident today” (Garman & Doull, 2009; p2). These government 

officials go on to recognize that some First Nations are building and sustaining 

healthy environments with their community members - efforts that need to be 

recognized and learned about.  

Social media is one of the tools that First Nations people in northwestern 

Ontario are using effectively to organize and share their decolonization efforts. 

Presenting their own stories and experiences using social media, without 

mainstream media censorship, is liberating for the people and their communities 

(Budka, Bell & Fiser; 2009). Other rural communities can benefit from these First 

Nations’ experiences and stories, as they too struggle with their own out-

migration of youth and families.  

Settler Colonialism and Its Effects on First Nations in Canada 

Some critical theorists use the term “post-colonial” to refer to the period 

after Canada became a country, free from ties with the colonial British power 

(Doughty, 2005). A more accurate portrayal is that the settler population rid 

themselves of their British colonial rulers, a position that works well for the 

settlers who now believe they are in a position of power over the land. Critical 

First Nations theorists consider themselves still in a colonial state led by the 
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settler population who now outnumber the original peoples of this land. These 

critical theorists use the term “settler colonialism” instead of post-colonialism to 

describe an ongoing struggle that still has to be resolved. Several authors have 

documented the history of settler colonialism and the struggle First Nations are 

engaged in today (Coulthard, 2007; Palmater, 2011; Tuck & Yang, 2013; Wolfe, 

2006).  

The contemporary and historical effects of settler colonialism need to be 

understood to appreciate the ongoing struggle. The original people and their 

different nations across the land that is now called Canada were thriving long 

before the arrival of Europeans over 500 years ago. The First Nations had and 

still have rich, vibrant cultures with their own languages, customs, traditions, and 

teachings that provided them with a long and successful relationship among the 

different nations and to the land that supported their survival. Their oral culture is 

still a strong part of their development today. Their creation stories provide the 

people with the knowledge and understanding of how they came to be on this 

land and relate to everything that supported their survival for thousands of years 

(Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples4, 1996). 

                                            

4  Further references to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples 

document will use the abbreviation RCAP 
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First Nations’ complex governance structures, laws, and political 

structures guided their internal operations and their co-existence with other 

nations. They prospered from their vast territories and careful management of the 

natural resources. The strategic use of inter-tribal trading networks supported a 

population that by some estimates numbered close to 50 million people before 

the arrival of the Europeans (Reynoldson, 2000). For the first 200 to 300 years of 

European contact that included the fur trade, First Nations people outnumbered 

the settlers. But diseases brought by the new comers, starvation from the over-

exploitation of the furbearing animals, wars between the European nations over 

the land and battles to protect their own land from encroachment decimated the 

Indigenous population (RCAP, 1996).  

In his presentation at the Native American and Indigenous Studies 

Association conference (NAISA 2013), Peter Campbell shared the teachings he 

received while growing up on the traditional lands of North Spirit Lake First 

Nation in Northwestern Ontario by reading from a story he had previously 

published. “In the past our people were nomadic, moving from place to place and 

living off the land as they endeavoured to provide for themselves and their 

families. These activities summarized part of the culture and traditions that had 

been passed down from generation to generation. The environment they lived in 

trained them to be both self-sufficient and hardy … as soon as a child became of 

age to be able to walk and follow, the training would begin.” (Campbell, 2001) 

The land-based lifestyle and culture of First Nations has brought them into 

conflict with the Canadian state and its industry partners with a Western 
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worldview that sees land as property to be exploited for wealth. Much of 

Canada’s economy today remains based on extraction of natural resources from 

First Nations’ traditional lands that were protected in their treaties for their use. 

Very few of the dollars generated from the resource extraction industry ever 

reaches the First Nations. Palmater (2011) refers to the rich, vibrant cultures that 

existed before European contact as "First Nations have gone from being the 

richest peoples in the world to the most impoverished, as their lands, resources, 

and ways of being were stolen from them" (p.112).  

The relations between the Canadian government and First Nations are 

complex and often adversarial, in part due to the most racist piece of legislation 

ever introduced in Canada, in the late 1800s. The Indian Act details how First 

Nations will be accommodated by the federal government. It dictates how First 

Nations are completely at the mercy of the people in power regarding how the 

First Nations people and their communities will be funded. The continuing 

assimilationist tactics perpetuated by the Canadian government are carefully 

protected in this legislation. Recent movements to create policies that support 

First Nations’ self-governance are presented in the media, and yet the Indian Act 

and its related policies have not been amended to reflect these proposed 

changes (Palmater, 2011). 

The widespread poverty, inadequate housing, undrinkable water and high 

suicide rates in many of the First Nations across Canada continue to be clear 

indicators of the struggles against settler colonialism that these communities are 

addressing. Aboriginal people make up 5% of Canada’s population, yet 40% of 
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the female prison population is Aboriginal. Whole communities are still trying to 

recover from the devastating impacts of the 100-year legacy of the residential 

schools on individuals, families, communities and the country as a whole (RCAP, 

1996).  

Community Infrastructure and Its Relationship to Community Resilience 

Canada is the second largest country in the world but has the lowest 

density and the most urbanized population. Given that approximately 80% of 

Canadians live in urban areas and 20% in the rural, most of the land base is 

sparsely populated. Most First Nations are located in the rural and remote 

regions of the country. It is very challenging for all rural communities in Canada, 

and particularly so for First Nations, to have a sustainable economic base. The 

remotest communities, those without any road access, face particular challenges 

due to the high costs of transporting supplies.  

With small populations there is rarely enough funding available for 

infrastructure, compared to populous urban areas where often population-based 

funding determines who gets the dollars. Broadband infrastructure development 

in rural areas continues to lag behind the rest of Canada due to  the lack of a 

federal government broadband policy along with a strong focus on developing 

the private sector instead of developing the communities located in these 

regions. This situation creates challenging environments that are the everyday 

reality for the people living in these remote communities.  
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First Nation community members are working together to create resilient 

communities to resist the ongoing government efforts to remove them from their 

territories. They are collaborating to build sustainable local environments and 

opportunities that support employment and equitable access to services - 

including housing, health, education, safety, security – along with the physical 

infrastructure to support these services. Resilience is a concept well known to 

aboriginal people. Residential school survivors, their communities, their families 

and everyone affected by the impact of these institutions and the federal 

government policies that created and supported them demonstrate the resiliency 

of the people. First Nations existence after the efforts of assimilation on the part 

of the state and the Indian Act policies is reason enough to celebrate the 

resiliency of these communities (Kenny, 2003; Kirmayer, et al. 2009).  

Community resiliency involves the different relationships in First Nations 

including the individual, family units, community and the larger environment that 

interconnect and work together. Sharing their narratives is critical to support 

resiliency and assist community members, particularly the youth, learn about and 

understand the colonial experiences and create a positive future for themselves 

(Kirmayer, et al. 2009). Molyneaux, et al. (2014) argues that social media and 

community resilience are connected because people are able to share their 

stories, experiences and preserve their traditions and culture employing these 

online environments. 

Kirmayer and colleagues have identified the physical infrastructure as a 

core dimension of community resilience. They believe that community resilience 
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can be measured in part by the availability of built capital infrastructure that 

provides the support facilities required to provide the services community 

members’ demand. In their model, infrastructure includes housing, transportation, 

water, power, and communications (Kirmayer et al., 2009). For the e-community 

work, we understand communications to encompass all elements of 

telecommunications, including broadband infrastructure, networks, and 

applications including social media.  

To use social media tools effectively in these remote and rural 

environments requires the same type of sustainable broadband infrastructure 

that is taken for granted in urban centres. Because the commercial 

telecommunications companies require a functional business case to build and 

deliver their broadband services, public dollars are required to put telecom 

infrastructure in place in remote communities. When the government pays a 

corporation to build the required infrastructure, there is often the expectation that 

these communities will be able to pay the corporation to deliver the broadband 

connections on an ongoing basis. There are examples across Canada where 

companies get the contracts to build the infrastructure, but once there are no 

more dollars to support its ongoing operation, they simply walk away from the 

project, leaving the communities and region without the required online services. 

Having unreliable infrastructure weakens the communities’ resilience. 

OCAP and Community-Owned Infrastructure in Northwestern Ontario. 

Community ownership and control over their infrastructure is an important 

requirement for First Nations. In uncertain times and during crisis, especially for 
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remote communities far from other supporting organizations, communities 

require First Mile access to and possession of the capacity to maintain and 

protect their infrastructure (McMahon et al., 2011). The principles of OCAP 

(Ownership, Control, Access, Possession) have been applied to data 

management originally by the National Aboriginal Health Organization (Schnarch, 

2004) and the Assembly of First Nations (AFN, 2007) and, more recently, by the 

First Nations Information Governance Centre that trademarked the concept. We 

argue that OCAP is also an important requirement related to community 

resilience and First Nation owned and managed infrastructure. Working with the 

principles of OCAP means that First Nations are doing it for themselves: creating 

First Mile opportunities and sustaining local jobs and capacity that protect their 

community and deliver the services, such as access to social media that the 

people require to support their efforts to counter settler colonialism. 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) is a tribal council in Northwestern Ontario 

providing second level support to its member First Nations. KO is a First Nation 

owned and managed organization delivering a variety of services that includes its 

telecommunications broadband network, Kuhkenah Network (KO-KNET) 

(O’Donnell, et al., 2011). KO`s Board of Directors are the Chiefs of six small 

remote First Nations in Northwestern Ontario. Working with these communities 

for nearly 20 years since 1994 as the KO-KNET Coordinator, author Beaton, was 

involved in developing and supporting the broadband infrastructure in these 

communities, as well as several e-community initiatives still operating today.  
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Five of these small KO First Nation communities are very remote, 

meaning they are fly-in only communities. Four have about 400 people and the 

fifth has about 1,000 people living there year round. The communities are diverse 

in language (Cree, Oji-Cree and Ojibway), culture, history and geography. The 

cost of living is exorbitant, given the high costs of power generation and 

transporting goods. The people have a strong connection to the land, reinforced 

by their faith and the cultural beliefs they continue to practice and celebrate 

today. Their elected government consists of a Chief and Council members who 

work with local service program managers and community members to use the 

community infrastructure to deliver the services required in every community 

(Walmark, et al., 2012). Each of these five KO First Nations operates its own 

school, health centre, administration complex, water and wastewater plants, 

electrical network (three of the communities), roads, heavy equipment, airport, 

and social service programs that every community is expected to provide for its 

residents. All these community services require infrastructure and, increasingly, 

they rely on online processes requiring adequate broadband infrastructure to 

operate successfully. Social media and online activities are important to the 

people in these First Nations for sharing their stories and experiences, especially 

as they relate to the land (Beaton et al., 2009; Beaton et al., 2012). 

The five member KO First Nations are Fort Severn, Deer Lake, 

Keewaywin, Poplar Hill and North Spirit Lake (Walmark, et al., 2012). In 1995, 

Beaton visited North Spirit Lake First Nation for the first time. The community had 

no airport, a single payphone on the outside of the police station, minimal and 
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inferior infrastructure and no electricity. Now, less than 20 years later, the 

community has a new school and health centre, operates its own electrical, 

roads, water and wastewater systems, as well as its own cellular, fiber, coaxial 

cable for television and internet, and wireless network serving community 

members. North Spirit Lake members built the infrastructure themselves, using 

their infrastructure funding to contract the required development and retain 

ownership of the infrastructure. When possible, they worked with small local 

companies to support local and regional capacity-building. 

In contrast, in the 1970s in Deer Lake and Fort Severn First Nations, the 

Canadian Federal government dictated the electrical and telecommunication 

infrastructure development process. The government kept the local communities 

out of the development process and, instead, contracted large urban 

corporations to build, own and operate the electrical and telephone infrastructure. 

These corporate-owned systems were always slow to be upgraded, with the 

corporations unwilling to invest in their infrastructure unless the government 

provided public funding to cover all the costs. Today these communities are 

unable to build much-needed housing because there is an inadequate supply of 

electricity to serve their communities. This negative experience with corporate 

owned and managed infrastructure led Deer Lake and Fort Severn to build their 

own digital network infrastructure, and now both communities are operating their 

own mobile and internet services. The lesson here is that even though North 

Spirit Lake First Nation used government funds to build their locally owned and 

managed networks, its ownership of the process means the First Nation owns its 
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electrical, mobile and digital network infrastructure. The jobs and the capacity 

remain in the community. 

The First Nations’ community owned and managed infrastructure and 

online services using that infrastructure creates new opportunities for local 

investments, enterprises and employment addressing local needs and priorities. 

The delivery of these community services is being achieved under challenging 

conditions where operating costs are much higher than in urban centres. 

Education, health, housing, policing, administrative, governance, transportation, 

water, power and communications infrastructure and services require skilled and 

dedicated people to ensure the smooth delivery of these products. 

E-community in First Nations  

With nearly 20 years of experience in developing ICT initiatives, 

Keewaytinook Okimakanak and its member First Nations are currently combining 

these initiatives into an e-community strategy that has a social media component 

as a central communication tool for sharing e-community information. This 

strategy celebrates the resilience of the First Nations, the work thus far, and the 

challenges for the KO organization and the communities. Flexibility and change 

management skills are required by everyone working in these communities due 

to new infrastructure demands, upgrades, priorities and needs. 

The history of the e-community in the KO First Nations can be traced back 

to the development of local community radio systems in the 1970s and then 

community cable television in the late 1980s. In 1994, the Chiefs of KO 
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supported the development of a computer communication network by the KO 

education department to assist their elementary school staff and students in 

sharing messages and information between the schools in the other KO First 

Nations. Beaton was then hired to set up the Kuhkenah Network (KO-KNET) and 

Bulletin Board System (BBS). These early communication challenges helped 

pave the way for future telecommunication infrastructure and local ICT 

developments.  

An example of one resulting ICT development was the Keewaytinook 

Internet High School (KIHS). KIHS began in 2000 with three KO First Nations 

delivering Grade 9 and 10 courses in their local high school classroom created 

with support from the KIHS program. Over the years, KIHS expanded to include 

13 First Nations and a full selection of high school courses. Today KIHS is 

hosting annual graduation ceremonies, with some of the students choosing to 

take all their high school courses in their home community. KIHS has emerged 

as an important local service for many reasons. There is at least one additional 

full-time high school teacher who is now living and working in each of the 

participating First Nations. In some of the larger classrooms, local Education 

Assistants are hired to work with the students and support the KIHS teacher. 

Each First Nation now has its own local high school that parents and students 

can access to obtain their high school diploma. The communication and learning 

skills students gain are proving to be beneficial when they decide to continue 

their post-secondary education either online or in an urban setting. KIHS is an 

important user of the locally owned First Nation network, financially contributing 
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to the ongoing operation and maintenance of the network infrastructure and e-

community framework.  

Other local services supporting the First Nations’ e-community 

developments include the KO Telemedicine (KOTM) service, videoconferencing, 

cellular phone, justice, local government administration, water and wastewater 

plant remote monitoring - all of which use online processes - along with personal 

and business connections to the internet (O’Donnell et al., 2011). The e-

community concept and local enterprise development strategy describe these 

online initiatives as e-learning, e-health, e-utilities, e-research, e-governance and 

others. KO-KNET is also creating, adapting and making available many other 

new ICT applications, resources and services to address local First Nation needs 

and priorities, including: the online cable plant management system that allows 

community network coordinators to manage internet and television connections; 

the bandwidth management system to ensure quality of service for community 

telehealth sessions; the video booking system that allows community members 

to easily book videoconference resources; and the community mobile phone pay-

as-go billing system. First Nations created these systems and processes to 

support healthy and sustainable environments and services that are locally 

owned and controlled. These projects create new learning and economic 

initiatives and challenges, resulting in new employment and skills development 

opportunities (Beaton et al., 2009; Fiser & Clement, 2009; O’Donnell et al., 2011; 

Walmark et al. 2005).  
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Working collaboratively with other First Nations makes it possible to 

leverage best prices and purchase the broadband infrastructure and 

telecommunication services required by negotiating agreements with strategic 

government and commercial partners to benefit the First Nations partners. 

Sharing best practices so all communities and partners are included and 

supported in the e-community development work supports meaningful and 

respectful partnership and engagement. An important result of this work was the 

acceptance by the Chiefs of First Nations across the country of the Assembly of 

First Nations (AFN) e-community Framework resolution in July 2008. The AFN 

resolution provided a strong endorsement for the work begun so many years 

before in these small remote First Nations in Northwestern Ontario. More 

recently, the AFN Chiefs again supported this work with the adoption of the e-

community Strategy resolution at their assembly in December 2011.  

The KO organization is sharing their e-community story widely. This 

involves getting everyone within the organization working together using a team 

approach to share how their particular KO service is using the e-community tools 

and framework to support KO community members and their services. The KO e-

community display and information session was a significant contribution to the 

AFN Annual General Assembly in July 2012. KO service managers and staff 

made eight presentations about their e-community activities at the international 

North American Indigenous Studies Association annual gathering in Saskatoon in 

June 2013 and displayed their work there as well.  
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Social media is now a central element in the KO e-community strategy. 

From the KO-KNET research completed over the years, the use of social media 

was recognized as almost universal in each of the First Nations for selling 

products locally and sharing information (Budka, et al., 2009; Budka, 2012; 

Molyneaux et al., 2014). Building on their myKNET.org social media experience, 

the KO-KNET staff recently developed a web-based interface for the different KO 

e-community programs and services that shares information with local Facebook 

e-community groups owned by each KO First Nation. These social media 

environments are designed and managed, respecting community ownership, 

awareness and engagement, as information, resources and opportunities are 

shared among the online users. The next step in the KO e-community strategy 

will involve working with the KO First Nations to expand the local membership of 

the these social media groups, along with encouraging and supporting KO-KNET 

staff to be sharing updates and information using these online tools. 

Conclusion 

The First Nations in Northwestern Ontario are using social media and 

other online tools to protect and maintain their autonomy and their traditional and 

contemporary First Nation territories, values and cultures. Their e-community 

work is delivering and accessing community services and teaching and sharing 

their ways and their relationship to the land with others. The almost 500 years of 

colonization experienced by First Nations has generated many acts of resistance 

and increased autonomy in all areas of their lives, including taking control and 

ownership of broadband infrastructure. First Nations are using online tools for a 
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wide range of purposes - from delivering and using culturally appropriate services 

to using social media to organize locally, nationally and internationally, as 

evidenced most recently by the Idle No More movement (Philpot et al., 2013).  

Owning and managing their local infrastructure contributes significantly to 

the community’s resilience. The struggle with settler colonialism involves 

opposing ideologies where the corporate and private sector is competing with the 

public community sector for limited public funds. This struggle is a political issue 

requiring that the control over public funding be placed at the community level so 

communities are able to make the decisions that affect their access to 

infrastructure and services. This funding model is in contrast to the colonial 

model employed today where the central government is deciding which private 

sector group should benefit from public dollars. Who and how the First Nations 

decide to work with and use the public funds then becomes an opportunity to 

develop further their own e-community strategy. 

The innovative ICT work demonstrated by KO-KNET and its First Nation 

partners is resulting in research and policies that can only be created and 

supported through working together. Small, remote First Nations are creating 

strategies based on their traditional values and teachings to engage, empower, 

and support their citizens and especially the youth to continue living and building 

strong and healthy communities for future generations. Creating and providing 

the opportunities for youth to do the work they are interested in developing and 

sustaining is now being achieved. An elder and community leader who grew up 

during the residential school era informed a group of researchers that his 
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definition of success would be to hear children and young people playing. E-

community efforts are making that possible today. 
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusion 

The first theme in this chapter expands on the research that was 

undertaken and the collaborative methodologies employed. I examine what 

worked well, what could be improved, and what will be useful for future research 

as I prepare to conduct my doctoral work with KO and the remote KO First 

Nations. The lessons I learned about participatory action research and 

Indigenous partnerships provide an opportunity to explore the importance of 

meaningful and respectful collaboration with First Nations. A second theme 

addresses training, education, employment, and information and communication 

technologies (ICT) in remote First Nations detailing what I learned and what new 

discoveries and lessons were found. Finally I share my own growth while working 

at UNB, and with other students, academics, researchers and First Nations. My 

personal relationship to the land, Indigenous people, and others has been 

dramatically strengthened as a result of this experience. I always believed I was 

sensitive about others and our relationship to the land after growing up on a farm 

and living for years in the far north. I realize it is a life-long journey to truly 

understand and appreciate what the land and the water means for the First 

Nations and Indigenous people (Battiste, 2013; Haig-Brown, 2005, 2012; Haig-

Brown & Hodson, 2009; Simpson, 2014; Tuck & Yang, 2012). My personal 

lessons enhance the ways in which I am growing as a researcher conducting 

research to benefit the communities by building on their connections, traditional 

relationships, and work to remain close to the land. 
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In this chapter, I provide examples of information collected from the 

community questionnaire with the Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) First Nations 

about how settler governments and educational institutions can more effectively 

work with remote First Nations. Research conducted with KO and their member 

First Nations as part of my thesis work is now supporting planning for training 

programs, self-determination, and local sustainability of services and enterprises.  

The research highlights that the remote KO communities are creating innovative 

solutions addressing local needs and priorities for economic and training 

development. My analysis of the research and the desire-centred 

recommendations from community members and their leaders provides settlers, 

their governments, institutions, and corporations with information they can use to 

create a future that can be mutually beneficial and respectful for everyone (Tuck, 

2009). The chapter gives examples and summaries of the information collected 

substantiating these opportunities. 

Participatory Action Research Methodology with Remote KO First Nations 

I learned that participatory action research (PAR) is a requirement for 

working with Keewaytinook Okimakanak First Nations and their research institute 

KORI.  The research undertaken was collaborative, participatory and had an 

ongoing action component. Our research team included and involved KO First 

Nation community members and KO organizational representatives in all aspects 

of the research process. Everyone contributed their expertise and shared 

decision making and ownership of the resulting reports and information. The 

remote First Nations and the KO team decided the direction of the research. Our 
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research addressed the desires of community members to learn what would work 

to keep their communities viable into the future (Tuck, 2009). PAR is about 

supporting collaborative, positive change in communities and organizations 

(Wilson, 2008). Our shared research experience and the collaborative reports 

and ongoing work presented throughout this thesis demonstrates the success of 

our efforts. 

One aim of our participatory action research methodology is to increase 

the knowledge and understanding of the research process in the communities so 

local researchers can gain research experience. Contracting local community 

researchers who speak their local language and can support elders and others to 

respond to the community questionnaire supported this goal. We worked with the 

community researchers throughout the development and administration of the 

questionnaire. We conducted training workshops and communicated with them 

throughout the time the questionnaire was open. After closing the online 

questionnaire we met to discuss the results. Later, we travelled to the remote KO 

First Nations in the summer of 2014 and met with them to share the results. One 

of the community researchers agreed to work with me as a co-author of the 

conference paper which is Chapter three of my thesis. His online business is 

highlighted as a case study in that chapter. 

 Another objective of the questionnaire was increasing awareness about 

the KO departments and their services including the use of digital technologies in 

the KO First Nations. Community awareness of the services delivered by their 

tribal council is an important step in ensuring that decisions concerning costs and 
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support can be properly understood and supported. By integrating the 

information obtained from the online community questionnaire into the reports we 

produced and discussed with the community, our research team is now 

influencing local policies. The information is supporting social change to improve 

the educational opportunities and quality of life of community members. Some 

community members completing the questionnaire indicated this was the first 

time they learned about some of the services that are available. Everyone 

completing the online questionnaire learned more about the KO programs and 

services. 

Our PAR methodology had a strong action component. We shared the KO 

program information obtained from the online community questionnaire with each 

KO Program Director and their staff in face-to-face meetings in the spring of 

2014. A detailed report for each KO program (e.g. KIHS, health, telehealth, 

KNET, KORI and others) was prepared and made available to the KO staff (see 

Appendix 3: Report for KO). The questionnaire data and the report provided each 

program director with quantitative and qualitative information about their program 

and services from the community members completing the community 

questionnaire. This information is now being used for program and strategic 

planning by the KO staff. The KO Research Institute director will be presenting at 

a panel I am co-organizing at the 2015 Congress of Humanities and Social 

Sciences in Ottawa about our participatory action research work. The panel, 

entitled “The Struggle for Ownership, Control, Access and Possession: OCAP in 
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Action” is part of the Indigenous-Settler Decolonization cluster at the Canadian 

Sociological Association conference. 

The data collected in the 2014 community questionnaire now has a 

secondary use to support another KO project. In the fall of 2014, KORI made an 

application to the Ontario Ministry of Aboriginal Affairs to support a two phase 

development of training and economic sustainability and diversification strategies 

in each of the KO First Nations. Funding was approved in late December 2014 

for the first phase of the project involving consulting with each of the First Nations 

to create the strategic plan. The data obtained from the 2014 online community 

questionnaire is being used by each of the First Nations and KO to produce the 

phase one report and the proposal for a two year implementation phase in each 

KO First Nation. I have been asked by KO to work on this project and support its 

successful implementation by providing the training required for the community 

researcher to use the existing data and begin planning for additional research 

and data collection. I view the opportunity as a successful outcome of our 

collaborative PAR work together to gather community member feedback and 

desires for local training, employment and enterprises. 

Participatory action research is a challenging and expensive process to do 

properly. Working with Indigenous partners, especially in remote First Nations 

adds to the costs and the requirements to respectfully and adequately include 

everyone in the research (Gratton & O’Donnell, 2011). Preparing funding and 

project proposals; distributing and gaining leaders’ support for the research; and 

successfully completing the proposed work become important components of 
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conducting participatory action research in the KO First Nations. Successfully 

completing the work means sharing and distributing the material in different 

formats so as many people as possible understand the research work being 

done in their community. Our PAR approach requires a member of the research 

team to be living and working in the communities for extended periods of time. 

Contracting local community researchers creates employment opportunities in 

these remote KO First Nations. As discussed in Chapter three, the mixed 

economy of these environments means that even short-term employment is 

important to a household and the community researcher’s extended family 

(Beaton, Seibel & Thomas, 2014). The training and experience gained to 

successfully complete the work makes it possible for future research employment 

when the opportunity arises. As their research and reporting skills are developed, 

local residents will become the lead researchers, planning, delivering, analyzing, 

and reporting on future data collection efforts. 

The e-community development model is now successfully operating in the 

remote KO First Nations after nearly 20 years of work with Keewaytinook 

Okimakanak. Communication technologies are accepted throughout the KO First 

Nations and will continue to support future PAR efforts. PAR attempts to address 

new opportunities, projects and initiatives as they arise. Different projects in 

these remote KO First Nations will always be happening, providing researchers 

with opportunities to become actively involved to support their successful 

implementation. Working closely with the projects identified and desired by our 

KO First Nation collaborators supports new and innovative PAR opportunities. 
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The initiatives must come from the people and the communities addressing their 

needs and priorities. My long term involvement with the communities as an ICT 

person, living and working there and demonstrating my commitment to this work 

helps to make this participatory action research successful. 

Working collaboratively with KO and the KO First Nations throughout the 

entire participatory action research initiative was an important requirement. 

Introducing the First Nation community leadership to our collaborative e-

community research immediately after I was accepted into my Master’s program 

made it possible for them to endorse and support my proposed research. The 

fact that I had worked with the communities and their leaders for many years 

constructing their e-community environment made it easier for them to feel 

confident that the research being proposed would benefit their communities and 

the methodologies used would be appropriate.  

In October 2013, UNB’s First Nations Innovation (FNI) project launched its 

five year program of research and outreach with its three First Nation partner 

organizations, funded by a SSHRC Impact grant award. The FNI funding and 

support allow me to combine our PAR research work with my academic studies. 

The combination of research and academic work has produced numerous 

publications and activities that support the First Nation partners. To-date the FNI 

research has produced more than 70 conference papers, journal articles, reports 

and other documents that are available online, many of them highlighting the ICT 

work I was involved in as KO-KNET’s community research partner. Over the 

years, several KO staff and community members have been co-authors on many 
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of the peer-reviewed journal articles resulting from our research. As well KO First 

Nation leaders and community members, along with KO staff and the FNI 

researchers participated in numerous conference presentations, research reports 

and papers. As partial fulfillment of my master’s thesis I am contributing three 

more research papers to this collection with KO staff and KO First Nation 

community partners as co-authors. 

Changing my role from being the manager of KNET and mentor for 

graduate students who were studying KNET, to becoming a graduate student I 

knew it was possible for students to complete their research with KO. The key 

requirement for these students to successfully complete their research and thesis 

work was their willingness and ability to travel to the remote KO First Nations and 

work directly with the KO staff and First Nation community members. Their 

publications and thesis work are still being referenced by KO and others to 

highlight the innovative work that is taking place in these communities. 

Doing participatory action research properly requires adequate time to 

prepare both the communities and their researchers for all aspects of the project 

including planning, delivering, analyzing, and reporting. Producing and sharing 

information about the completed research requires expensive travel and 

considerable time to be in the communities. Using the communication 

technologies whenever possible reduces costs and time requirements to 

complete the research (Gratton & O’Donnell, 2011). These tools also provide 

First Nation community members with access to resource people and support 

systems for completing their own research and producing the reports they 
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require. As presented in Chapter four, ownership, control, access and 

possession of the research data and resources required to support their effect 

use is a long-term goal for all First Nations (Assembly of First Nations, 2007; 

Beaton & Campbell, 2014; Schnarch, 2004).  

As research opportunities are identified, we will need to make 

improvements to the participatory action methodology employed in future to 

include additional communication work with the community researchers and their 

community members. We need to identify strategies for engaging more people in 

the First Nations to complete the questionnaires. In future we must provide 

translation services so elders and other community members understand the 

questions, participate in the research and recognize its importance to the 

community. This effort will make the research meaningful to more community 

members. Each of these steps requires adequate funding and support resources 

so staff, transportation, training and meeting expenses can be covered. 

Fortunately I will have access to funding during my doctoral work through the 

SSHRC-funded First Nations Innovation project. 

Training, Education and ICT in remote KO First Nations – Further Analysis 

of the 2014 Community Questionnaire 

As discussed in the introductory chapter and in this chapter, data from the 

2014 community questionnaire was used for my two research papers and by the 

KO organization and KO communities for their various planning activities. The 

research highlighted the importance of informal learning processes in the KO 

First Nations within their e-community environments (Beaton & Carpenter, 2014). 
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Quotes from the community questionnaire respondents are included throughout 

Chapters two and three of my thesis. 

Further analysis of the community questionnaire found that community 

members are sharing their knowledge and experience about their cell phones, 

computers and other communication tools with each other. Much of this sharing 

and learning is taking place online. They are teaching each other using a number 

of formal and informal methods, with social media being a key tool. “I use the 

internet access with just about everything I do. I research and check up on the 

things that I do online” (Community Questionnaire respondent, 2014). If a 

community member needs their computer fixed then another community member 

will either try to troubleshoot the device or direct the person to someone who has 

fixed similar problems in the past. Similarly the sharing that happens to help each 

other learn new software programs or methods for doing required work is often 

completed informally. “I use these services daily and learn new skills to assist me 

in my work, they are resources I depend on to carry me forward in my day to day 

work schedule” (Community Questionnaire respondent, 2014). The network of 

teachers and learners is a web of online interactions using social networking 

tools to support each other in every type of work and skill required to successfully 

survive in these communities.  

People are posting pictures and information about successful hunts, 

buying and selling goods, celebrations, meetings, dances, events, etc. They are 

informing each other about community events, local businesses, programs and 

services. Everyone is learning and teaching together using ICT within their e-
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community environments. When a community member returns home with their 

moose or fishing trip, pictures of the meat being distributed to elders and 

neighbours are often posted on the community facebook site celebrating, 

honouring and thanking the successful hunter. 

Owning, controlling, and managing community ICT networks and related 

services is creating new employment opportunities in each of the KO First 

Nations. The research data shows that community members desire their 

educational programs and services to be equitable to those available in urban 

educational institutions. They desire their programs and services to be 

adequately supported and resourced (Tuck, 2009). Their position is strategically 

aligned with the position taken by their regional and national political 

organizations and in particular the Assembly of First Nations’ 2010 document, 

“First Nations control of First Nation education: It's our vision, it's our time (AFN, 

2010).” 

The Keewaytinook Internet High School (KIHS) described in Chapter two 

experiences many challenges (Potter, 2010) but the community questionnaire 

found that there is a high level of support in the communities for the service. “I 

like the fact that students have a better chance at completing high school through 

KIHS” (Community Questionnaire respondent, 2014). Having proper secondary 

school facilities and adequate support services for high school age young people 

is a common desire described by community questionnaire respondents. The 

feedback provided on the community questionnaire captures a common theme 
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for training and learning in each of the KO First Nations … the need for the 

proper resources to support learning and training in the communities.  

Through analysis of the community questionnaire, we learned that locally 

managed and supported training and education programs are viewed as social 

and economic opportunities supporting sustainable community growth. Every full 

or part-time job in small communities is valued as an opportunity for new learning 

and development. The research found the mixed economy that is very evident in 

the KO First Nations, as described in Chapter three, involves family groupings 

working together to ensure every member has food, shelter and resources 

required to survive (Abele & Delic, 2014). Some members of the family will be 

hunting, trapping, fishing or gathering firewood while others have their full or part 

jobs working at the school, health centre or the band office while others are 

taking care of the little ones, doing the cooking and maintaining the home. The 

mixed economy in these northern communities means that everyone is working 

and contributing to the entire family and community. Often it means that some 

people are taking on multiple roles within the family unit and within their 

community. Learning is therefore a shared activity embedded in everyday family 

and community activities. 

Research findings about the community and the communal aspect of 

learning and education in remote First Nations has deepened my understanding 

of how colonial government and urban-based educational and training institutions 

struggle to properly address this mixed economy within their programs and 

services. They are challenged to design and support programs that respect and 
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celebrate the work it takes to live and survive in these special environments 

(Battiste, 2013; Corntassel, 2012; Grande, 2004; Tuck & Yang, 2012; 

Waziyatawin, 2012).  Findings from the online community questionnaire indicate 

the strong connection the people in these communities have to the land and their 

communities. One respondent of the community questionnaire identified “long 

range phone\cell service ... to better accommodate the people of the first nations 

during their time out on the land harvesting from mother nature should there be 

an emergency that arise” (2014). The people in the KO First Nations want to stay 

there and they want programs and services that properly address their needs 

and desires benefitting their families and future generations in their community.   

Future Participatory Action Research with the Remote KO First Nations 

I am expanding on the research I undertook in my Master’s work by 

planning to use participatory action methodology for my doctoral research. As I 

move into my doctoral work, I will be able to use this initial experience and build 

upon it to answer the research question I have proposed for my next thesis: how 

are remote First Nations developing culturally appropriate and sustainable skills 

training, and to what extent do they use digital technologies to support these 

activities? 

My current research, both this master’s thesis and my intended doctoral 

research, is a culmination of my long-term involvement with KO and the KO 

communities on many levels. My doctoral research will build on this deep and 

long connection.  
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At the time of writing, I am waiting to learn the results of my application for 

SSHRC doctoral funding and my application for the PhD program in the UNB 

Faculty of Education. My proposed doctoral research will address a significant 

challenge facing most remote and rural First Nations: the communities need to 

develop appropriate skills training and entrepreneurship programs but many of 

the solutions available are often deeply rooted in colonialism, racism, and 

prolonged engagement with the extractive industries affecting their traditional 

territories. These colonial training and employment programs addressing the 

needs of industry create an ongoing challenge for remote First Nations that 

struggle to protect and sustain their lands, culture, traditions, and the resources 

they depend on for their survival (Abele & Delic, 2014; Anaya, 2014; 

Waziyatawin, 2012).  

Decolonizing and indigenizing local training programs and entrepreneurial 

enterprises will enable First Nations to protect their lands and waters for future 

generations while working with industry. This argument has been made for 

indigenizing and decolonizing education in general (Battiste, 2013; Haig-Brown, 

2012). Broadly my doctoral research will identify the requirements and 

components for effective, community-based training and skills initiatives in small, 

remote First Nations in Canada. 

My Master’s experience – including my thesis research, coursework, 

community work, and conference participation – is guiding me to critically 

analyze many of the projects I undertook while working at Keewaytinook 

Okimakanak from 1994 to 2013. My work with KO often required me to respond 
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and react quickly to both the community needs and the available colonial 

government programs. I tried to be responsive to community needs by presenting 

each new opportunity to the First Nation leaders, using their feedback and 

direction as a guide as I prepared funding applications for available programs 

and projects. But upon reflection I now realize most of the opportunities and the 

information were presented from an urban-centric, educated, and technical 

settler perspective. 

Learning and applying a critical theory lens, including Marxist, settler 

colonialism and decolonization theories (Battiste, 2013; Coulthard, 2014; Freire, 

1970; Grande, 2004; Haig-Brown & Nock, 2006; Tuck & Yang, 2012, 2014) is 

helping me to re-examine many of the programs and services introduced in the 

KO First Nations during my employment. With these teachings, I have an 

opportunity to explore how I might do things differently today when introducing 

the technologies and the different applications that became possible with these 

new communication tools. Identifying and including a strategy for integrating the 

Native language into the different applications could further reinforce and protect 

local culture and traditions and include the elders and their important knowledge 

in the programs and services.  

I am learning from Indigenous academic writers including Alfred (2009), 

Corntassel (2012), Palmater (2011), and allies including Wolfe (2006) who 

highlight the historical and contemporary challenges these First Nations are 

experiencing with colonial powers. Indigenizing curriculum, learning 

environments, and teaching strategies and tools support the First Nations 
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resurgence work being undertaken in remote First Nations (Carpenter, 2010; 

Potter, 2010). I now better understand the importance of conducting respectful 

research with Aboriginal communities (Denzin, Lincoln & Smith, 2008; Smith, 

1999; Wilson, 2008). These teachings are helping me to frame my future 

research and publications. 

Working and learning at UNB with other students, academics, and 

researchers is providing me with an opportunity to read and develop a 

constructive yet critical presentation about the use of communication 

technologies in the delivery of training and learning. Working with remote First 

Nations that desire locally owned and managed education programs and 

services is an opportunity for me to challenge traditional colonial educational 

environments and solutions. Researching and documenting these innovative 

training and learning opportunities using participatory action research 

methodologies is a privilege benefiting everyone involved in the work. The First 

Nations are able to use the research to support their sustainable programs and 

services. I am able to share the findings with other settlers as well as our 

institutions and governments with the goal of supporting the types of changes 

that will benefit First Nations. 

My experience gained during my Master’s program is enabling me to 

expand the kind of knowledge dissemination I engage in, including more 

publications, grant writing and other activities. In September 2014, I worked with 

UNB Faculty of Education and Mi'kmaq Wolastoqey Centre (MWC) colleagues to 

present my research at the education conference at University of Saskatchewan 
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called wâhkôhtowin: Indigenizing Practice, Linking Kindred Spirits (Perley, 

Beaton, Degrace, Whitty, 2014). I am now working with the MWC to host 

workshops to share the conference teachings with others and support 

indigenizing the academy at UNB. I am planning to continue presenting my 

research at the Congress in 2015 and in subsequent years, and at other 

conferences when the opportunity arises. I am very privileged to be able to do 

this work as a graduate student researcher with the SSHRC-funded First Nations 

Innovation research project as well as a SSHRC-funded graduate student.  

I am now planning to be the lead author, with the director of the UNB 

Mi’kmaq-Wolastoqey Centre (MWC) as co-author, and to co-present a paper on 

“Research methodologies for working with remote and rural First Nations” at the 

Association of Social Economy and Non-Profit Research conference in 2014. As 

the lead author, I recently submitted an abstract for a chapter describing the 

research methodologies used for my master’s in the second edition of a book 

entitled “Handbook of Online Research Methods.” The proposed chapter will be 

co-authored by the director of MWC, the principal investigator of the First Nations 

Innovation (FNI) research project, and a UNB First Nations graduate student. 

Together, this same team recently submitted a SSHRC Knowledge Synthesis 

grant application led by the director of MWC. We proposed to synthesize and 

critically analyze research on digital technologies supporting informal and 

informal learning of Indigenous cultures and languages. This current and future 

work with MWC, FNI, and UNB highlights my progress as a scholar. 
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My research and academic experiences over the past two years are 

positively influencing my personal relationships and commitment to the land, 

Indigenous people, and others. My actions and efforts today are helping to shape 

how my children and grandchildren will see either the continued destruction of 

the earth or a space for future generations that is rich and nurturing like the lands 

where their ancestors thrived and survived. First Nations are working hard to 

defend the earth and ensure the next seven generations are able to survive on 

their lands. I hope that this warm gentle white wind will add to the nurturing and 

opportunities that special space provides. 

Meegwetch … Woliwon … Thank you. 
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Appendix 1: Keewaytinook Okimakanak Chiefs Resolution 

 

  



 

 

 

Appendix 2: Questions on the Community Questionnaire 

1. Which community do you live in most of the time? 
2. You are a band member of which First Nation? 
3. Keewaytinook Okimakanak (KO) is working with your community to 

support the following services. How often do you use or have used EACH 
of these services from your community? ONE answer is required for each 
service ... 

4. What do you like about these services? What changes or improvements 
would you like to see to any of these KO services? Please share your 
experiences in using these services in the box below. Thank you. 

5. How often do you use each technology listed below? Please provide ONE 
answer for EACH technology, thank you. 

6. How often do you do each of the following job / activities? Please provide 
a response for each activity. 

7. Do you have a full or part time job in any of these places in your 
community? This information will help in understanding how the internet is 
used in the different workplaces. Choose as many as apply. 

8. What other jobs / activities would you like to have available in your 
community? 

9. How would you rate your comfort level with each of the following ICT 
tools? Please provide ONE answer for EACH technology, thank you. 

10. How often do you do the activities below? Please provide ONE answer for 
EACH activity, thank you. 

11. How often do you go online in these places? Please provide ONE answer 
for EACH location, thank you. 

12. How often do you do these online activities? Please provide ONE answer 
for EACH activity, thank you. 

13. When you want to learn something new, how often do you ....? Please 
provide ONE answer for EACH row, thank you. 

14. To learn or share information, how often do you use MyKNet.org, 
Facebook, or other social media with... Please provide ONE answer for 
EACH row, thank you. 

15. What do you need to use technology more effectively? (Choose as many 
as apply) 

16. Which of the following local businesses or services do you use? Please 
provide ONE answer for EACH service, thank you. 

17. What changes to existing businesses or services are required? Are there 
other businesses or services you would like to see in your community? 

18. Your community cell service (KMobile) is supported by KO-KNET in Sioux 
Lookout. KMobile makes it possible for cellphones from other companies 
(TBayTel) to work in your community. Do you agree or disagree with 
EACH of the following statements? Please select one choice for each row. 



 

 

19. KO Research Institute provides research, training and development 
support for KO First Nation programs and services from their offices in 
Thunder Bay. Do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following 
statements? Please select one choice for each row. 

20. Your community KIHS classroom is supported by KO in Balmertown. KIHS 
gives students the option to attend high school in their community and 
complete their Ontario Secondary School Diploma. Do you agree or 
disagree with EACH of the following statements? Please select one choice 
for each row. 

21. Your community telehealth / telemedicine service is supported by KO 
(KOTM) in Balmertown. This service allows a patient in a First Nation 
community to visit by videoconference with a health professional in a 
city/town. Do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following 
statements? Please select one choice for each row. 

22. Your community network (cable system), Internet and cell service is 
supported by KO-KNET in Sioux Lookout. KO-KNET delivers network 
management, e-mail, videoconferencing, web sites, MyKNet.org, internet 
connections, and other online services. Do you agree or disagree with 
EACH of the following statements? Please select one choice for each row. 

23. Your community's off-reserve high school students are supported by 
KOSSS in all off-reserve school sites, such as PFC, DFC, Sioux Lookout, 
Winnipeg. KOSSS provides parents and students with support for 
accommodations, academic and crisis counselling, transportation, and 
other services. Do you agree or disagree with EACH of the following 
statements? Please provide a response for EACH row. 

24. Your community health services are supported by KO in Balmertown. KO 
Health supports Home and Community Care, Diabetes program, Crisis 
Intervention, Mental Health and other public health services. Do you agree 
or disagree with EACH of the following statements? Please provide a 
response for EACH row. 

25. Do you agree or disagree with each of the statements below? 
26. Are you male or female? 
27. How old are you? 
28. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
29. Last question!   What would you like the technology services in your 

community to look like in 5 years? Any additional thoughts about 
technologies or services in your community are welcome. Please write 
them in the box below.  



 

 

Appendix 3: Report for KO 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

  



 

 

Appendix 4: Deer Lake First Nation Report 

NOTE: Four other similar reports were produced and shared with the leadership 

and community members in Fort Severn, Keewaywin, North Spirit Lake 

and Poplar Hill First Nations. Keewaytinook Okimakanak Research 

Institute printed several copies of each report. The reports contained 

imagines and the actual summary totals for all the respondents from the 

First Nation along with some key finds and recommendations 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

Appendix 5: Deer Lake First Nation Summary Poster 

NOTE: Four other similar posters were produced and shared with the leadership 

and community members in Fort Severn, Keewaywin, North Spirit Lake 

and Poplar Hill First Nations. Keewaytinook Okimakanak Research 

Institute printed each poster containing imagines from the First Nation 

and a few of the key findings from the individuals completing the 

community questionnaire in that community. 
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